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Release Information
CA Workload Automation AE and SAP Business Warehouse

WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW provides integration between CA Workload Automation AE Release 11.3.6 and
above, and SAP Business Warehouse using a customized SAP BW user interface. A single CA Workload Automation
AE server can communicate with multiple SAP BW instances. WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW enables SAP users
to add and execute CA Workload Automation AE jobs as part of a SAP process chain. Additionally, you can display
existing CA Workload Automation AE jobs and create new CA Workload Automation AE jobs using the SAP BW graphical
user interface.

NOTE
SAP Transports are not supported for WA Process types.

Intended Audience

The intended audience are as follows:

• Administrator—Responsible for installing and configuring WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW and the
components. You require knowledge of the operating system where you are installing the WA Advanced Integration for
SAP BW components, and the SAP system to which the server communicates.

• Scheduler or Operator—Responsible for defining, scheduling, monitoring, and controlling Workload Automation AE
jobs that are part of a SAP Process Chain using the SAP BW user interface. You should be familiar with the operating
system(s) where the jobs run and any third-party products or software technology that the jobs use.

NOTE

• The UNIX instructions also apply to Linux systems unless otherwise noted.
• The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating system.
• The WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW Release 1.0 documentation is included in the product DVD and

may be installed in your environment. However, we recommend that you refer to the Wiki to view the up-to-
date information.

Remote Engineer

Remote Engineer collects problem-solving diagnostic data that helps to resolve issues. This application is automatically
installed and is available in the RemoteEngineer folder in the installation directory.

NOTE

• For more information about Broadcom Remote Engineer and how to use it, see the Readme that is available
in the RemoteEngineer folder in the installation directory. Run the Remote Engineer commands from the CA
Workload Automation AE command prompt.

• If multiple instances of WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW are installed on the same host machine, set the
value of the CAWA_AI_SAP_HOME environment variable to the installation directory of the instance where
you want to run Remote Engineer.

• Before running Broadcom Remote Engineer, if choosing to use the FTP option, you must report the issue to
Broadcom Technical Support and create a directory on the Broadcom Technologies Support FTP web site to
receive the data.
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Known Issues - Business Warehouse

Installation Error on OEL5 and Windows 2012

When installing WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on a Linux machine with SELinux enabled, or on a Windows 2012
system, an Installer UI Mode Error message is displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. On Linux, disable the SELinux settings in the /etc/sysconfig/selinux or /etc/selinux/config file by setting the SELINUX
parameter as follows:
SELINUX=disable

2. On Windows 2012, complete the following steps:
a. Right-click the Setup.exe file and select Properties.
b. Click the Compatibility tab in the Setup Properties dialog.
c. Select the Run this program in compatibility mode for: check box, and select Windows 7.
d. Click Apply.
e. Click OK, and run the installer.

(64-bit Linux) Authentication Failure During Installation

During installation, although you provide valid CA Workload Automation AE user credentials, the authentication may fail
during the registration process. We recommend that you check the agent spool log and job log for the error message and
install the required libraries.

Acknowledgements - Business Warehouse
WARNING
The acknowledgements for third-party components used by WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW are in the
acknowledgements.txt file that is located in the root directory of the installed product.
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Installing
This section contains the instructions for Business Warehouse installation and uninstallation.

How to Install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on the SAP
System
As an SAP system administrator, before installing WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on your CA Workload
Automation AE machine, you must install the WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW add-on component on your SAP
system.

The following diagram illustrates how to install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on your SAP system.

To install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on your SAP system, follow these steps:

1. Review the Installation Considerations and Requirements.
2. Collect Information for Your SAP Installation.
3. Review the Installation Architecture Overview process.
4. Install the WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on the SAP system.

Installation Consideration and Requirements

The following releases and support packages are required prior to installing WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on
your SAP system:
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SAP Package Import requirements

• SAP_BASIS Release 740
• SAP_BW Release 740
• SAP GUI Release 740 (or) SAP GUI Release 730

SAP Client Access and Authorizations Requirements

• Logon access to the client machine
• Authorization for transaction SAINT
• Valid maintenance certificate installed on the SAP system

NOTE
These requirements are established at package build time using the SAP Software Delivery Assembler.

Collect Information for the SAP Installation

The following table lists the current names and release levels used in the SAP Add-on Delivery installation process:

Information Your Value
Product Name Workload Automation Advanced Integration for SAP Business

Warehouse
Namespace /CAWA/
Software Component Name CAWA
Software Component Version or Release 100_740
Package Installation Password The package installation password is located on the installation

media in a separate file.

Installation Architecture Overview

The following diagram displays a typical installation process when adding a new component to the SAP system:
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The components are first installed and tested in the Development system on the client machine using the SAINT
transaction.

The installation process is then repeated in the Quality system. Functional and technical quality testing is performed here.

Finally, the installation process is performed in the Production system.

Install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on the SAP System

Use SAP transaction SAINT to install Advanced Integration for SAP BW on your SAP system.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to client 000 of the SAP system.
2. Load the .PAT file using any one of the following procedures:

– To load the .PAT file using the SAINT transaction:
a. Enter SAINT in the Transaction field.
b. Click Installation Package in the menu, select Load Packages, and then select From Front End.
c. Locate the compressed installation file (.SAR file), select the name, and then click Open.

The decompressed installation file name has .PAT as the file extension.
d. Click Decompress.

The message line at the bottom of the screen indicates that the compressed .SAR file was successfully
decompressed, and that the decompressed .PAT installation file is copied to the appropriate upload folder on the
application server.

– To load the .PAT file manually:
a. Enter RZ11 in the Transaction field.

The Maintain Profile Parameters screen is displayed.
b. Enter DIR_TRANS in the Parametername field and click Display.
c. Locate the current value for the DIR_TRANS parameter. Browse to that location and copy the .PAT file.
d. Enter SAINT in the Transaction field.
e. Click Installation Package in the menu, select Load Packages, and then select from Application Server.
f. Click Yes to confirm the upload, and then click the Back button.

NOTE
If the CAWA add-on displays in the Add-ons and Preconfigured Systems table, the package is already
installed and you cannot proceed with a new installation. Click Cancel to exit.

3. Click Start.
The Add-on Installation Tool dialog displays the name of the package.

4. Select the CAWA add-on and click Continue.
The Support Package selection pane is displayed.

5. Click Continue.
The Software Component pane is displayed.

6. Click Continue to import the contents of the installation queue.
7. Click No on the Add Modification Adjustment Transports to the Queue dialog.

The Password request dialog is displayed.
8. Enter the password and

click 
The SAINT: Add-on installation dialog is displayed.

NOTE
The password is provided inside the folder SAP BW\740 in the installation media.

9. Click  to
continue.
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NOTE
Any system conflicts reported by SAINT which interfere with the package import process, such as open data
extraction requests for BI, must be resolved and completed before the package installation can continue.

When this process completes, a screen is displayed indicating that the add-on is successfully imported.
10. Click Finish and then log off the SAP system.

WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is installed on the SAP system.

How to Install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW
As an administrator, you must install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on the CA Workload Automation AE server to
enable you to use SAP Business Warehouse to manage your jobs.

The following diagram illustrates how to install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW:
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To install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW, follow these steps:

Installation Considerations and Requirements

Installation Restrictions:

• If WA AE Advanced Integration for SAP Solution Manager is already installed on the same computer where you are
installing WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW, the installation path is set to the default installation path of WA AE
Advanced Integration for SAP Solution Manager (C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\WAAE_SAP_SolMan, C:\Program Files
\CA\WAAE_SAP_SolMan, or /opt/CA/WAAE_SAP_SolMan).

NOTE

• We recommend that you take a backup of the WA AE Advanced Integration for SAP Solution Manager
directory before installing WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW.

• If you installed Workload Automation AE in a custom location, WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is
installed two levels above the Workload Automation AE installation directory.

• Supported operating systems -- Microsoft Windows 2008, Microsoft Windows 2012, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 (x86),
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 (x86), SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 (x86), SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 (x86),
Oracle Enterprise Linux 5 (x86), and Oracle Enterprise Linux 6 (x86).

• You can register a single WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW instance to a CA Workload Automation AE server. To
register additional instances to the same CA Workload Automation AE server, you must register them manually.

Workload Automation AE Requirements

• CA Workload Automation AE Release 11.3.6 and above
• CA Workload Automation AE Release 11.3.6 Server (SDK runtime, 32-bit JRE)
• SAP JCo 3.0 32-bit libraries to communicate with SAP Business Warehouse
• Cluster environments that are supported by CA Workload Automation AE Release 11.3.6, Microsoft Cluster Server,

and Red Hat Cluster Suite.

NOTE
SAP Business Warehouse must have a dependency on the CA Workload Automation AE server and
scheduler services for the Workload Automation AE SAP AI RFC Server service to start on a cluster.

NOTE
For information about the CA Workload Automation AE server requirements, see the Workload Automation AE
Release Information.

SAP Server Requirements

• SAP NetWeaver 7.0 SP16 and above
• SAP_BASIS Release 740
• SAP Note 1999878 must be applied to SAP Business Intelligence before registration.

SAP Services Requirements

• Standard SAP service names must be defined to the CA Workload Automation AE system. If the service names are
not present, add them manually to the following path:
Windows
C:\Windows\system32\drivers\etc\services
UNIX
/etc/services
The service names are defined as follows:
– sapdpNN 32NN/tcp, where NN specifies a number from 00 to 99; that is, starting from sapdp00 3200/tcp, sapdp01

3201/tcp, sapdb02 3202/tcp to sapdp99 3299/tcp
Examples: Defined as follows:
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sapdp00 3200/tcp
sapdp01 3201/tcp
sapdp02 3202/tcp

– sapgwNN 33NN/tcp, where NN specifies a number from 00 to 99; that is, starting from sapgw00 3300/tcp, sapgw01
3301/tcp, sapgw02 3302/tcp to sapgw99 3399/tcp
Examples: Defined as follows:
sapgw00 3300/tcp
sapgw01 3301/tcp
sapgw02 3302/tcp

Collect Information for Your WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW Implementation

Before you install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW, collect the following information:

Information Your Value
Workload Automation AE Instance Name -- Specifies the name of
the instance that corresponds to the CA Workload Automation AE
scheduler.
Limits: Exactly three uppercase alphanumeric characters; must
begin with a letter
Default: ACE
Workload Automation Authentication machine name(s) -- Specifies
the machine name (machine type a) that is already defined in the
CA Workload Automation AE database. You can specify multiple
machine names; separated by a comma.
CA Workload Automation AE User Name -- Specifies the CA
Workload Automation AE user name.
Notes:
When CA Workload Automation AE is running in high availability
mode, the same user name must exist on all machines.
When CA Workload Automation AE is using native security, the
user name provided during install should be an edit or exec super
user.
When CA Workload Automation AE is using Broadcom EEM
security, the user name provided during install should be a
privileged user to do operations on CA Workload Automation AE
resources using SAP BW. Additionally the user must have the
following permissions:
create, delete, execute and update global variables
When the user name for any local Windows, domain, or Active
Directory account user is entered using the User Principal
Name in a Windows environment, an incorrect owner attribute
is generated. For example, if you enter user1@company.com,
and the authentication machine name is Machine1, the owner is
formatted as user1@company.com@Machine1. The generated
owner name cannot be defined using autosys_secure. We
recommend that you enter the user ID using a Windows domain
account (domain\username).
CA Workload Automation AE Password -- Specifies the password
that is associated with the CA Workload Automation AE user.
Note: When CA Workload Automation AE is running in high
availability mode, the password must be the same on all
machines.
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CA Workload Automation AE Monitoring User -- Specifies the
CA Workload Automation AE Monitoring user name that is used
to monitor the CA Workload Automation AE jobs on the WA
Advanced Integration for SAP BW interface.
Note: If CA Workload Automation AE is running in high availability
mode, the same user name must exist on all machines. The user
must be added in autosys_secure.
CA Workload Automation AE Monitoring Password -- Specifies the
password that is associated with the CA Workload Automation AE
Monitoring user.
Note: If CA Workload Automation AE is running in high availability
mode, the password must be the same on all machines.
CA WCC Host -- Specifies the host name of the CA WCC
server. This information is required for registering WA Advanced
Integration for SAP BW with CA Workload Automation AE.
CA WCC port -- Specifies the port number of the CA WCC
server. This information is required for registering WA Advanced
Integration for SAP BW with CA Workload Automation AE.
Workload Automation Server name in WCC -- Specifies the server
definition that is defined in the Broadcom WCC server.
CA WCC protocol (HTTP/HTTPS) -- Specifies whether the CA
WCC server is using SSL or non-SSL communication protocol.
SAP System ID -- Specifies the SAP system identifier (SID)
WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers to. This value
corresponds to the System ID field on the SAPGUI properties
dialog.
SAP Host Address -- Specifies the host name of the SAP BW
server to which WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers.
This value corresponds to the Application Server field on the
SAPGUI properties dialog.
SAP System Number -- Specifies the system number of the
system WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers to. This
value must have two digits and it corresponds to the System
Number field on the SAPGUI properties dialog.
SAP Client Number -- Specifies the SAP client number of the
system that WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers to.
This value must have three digits and it corresponds to the Client
Number field on the SAPGUI properties dialog.
SAP User ID -- Specifies the SAP user ID to use during
registration.
SAP Password -- Specifies the password associated with the SAP
user ID.
SAP Gateway Host -- Specifies the name of the SAP gateway
host.
SAP Gateway Service -- Specifies either a named port sapgwNN
or a numerical port number in the range 33NN, where NN
corresponds to your SAP system number.

Update Gateway Security Files

You can update the Gateway security files using the following procedure:

1. Using RZ11 transaction find the value of parameter gw/reg_info.
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2. Open the file reg_info file pointed by the parameter gw/reg_info in the SAP Solution Manager machine.
Note: If the file does not exist, you must create a file.

3. Append the following line based on presence of #version=2:
Note: If the file is new, follow the syntax as if the first line of the file contains #Version=2.
If the first line of the file contains #VERSION=2 then append the following line:

P TP=<WorkloadAutomationInstanceID_*> HOST=<hostname> ACCESS=<hostname> NO=4

Example:

#VERSION=2
P TP=PRD_RH5INST HOST=rh5inst.ca.com ACCESS=rh5inst.ca.com NO=4
P TP=ACE_* HOST=ae1135.ca.com ACCESS=ae1135.ca.com NO=4

If the first line does not contain #VERSION=2 then append the following line: 

TP=<WorkloadAutomationInstanceID_*> HOST=<hostname> ACCESS=<hostname> NO=4

Example:

TP=PRD_RH5INST HOST=rh5inst.ca.com ACCESS=rh5inst.ca.com NO=4
TP=ACE_* HOST=ae1135.ca.com ACCESS=ae1135.ca.com NO=4

Where
<WorkloadAutomationInstanceID_*> refers to the RFC DESTINATION name created during the installation.
<hostname> refers to the hostname where WA AI for SAP BW is installed.

4. Go to the transaction SMGW.
5. From the menu choose Goto  -> Expert Functions -> External Security -> Reread.

Define the SAP Business Warehouse User Role Authorizations

During the installation of the product, the installer will ask for two user names and passwords. One user is used for
registering and creating the RFC destination. Another user is used for notification of alters for business process
monitoring.

Authorization for Registration SAP User

Before you can install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW and register the adapter, you need to define SAP user
authorizations.

NOTE
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• This connection only occurs during the installation process.
• The user can be an SAP administrator, Basis Administrator, or Security Administrator.
• The specified user and password must correspond to an ID defined in the SAP BW system.
• The specified user must be authorized for the required functionality.

To assign an SAP role for the specified user, the SAP Security Administrator must define the following authorizations:

Authorization Object Values
S_ADMI_FCD S_ADMI_FCD=ST0R;
S_BTCH_ADM BTCADMIN=Y;
S_BTCH_EXT ACTVT=*;USER=*;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUGR;RFC_NAME=SYST;ACTVT=16;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUGR;RFC_NAME=SXMI;ACTVT=16;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUGR;RFC_NAME=SXBP_EXT_SDL_BAPI;ACTVT

=16;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUGR;RFC_NAME=SYSU;ACTVT=16;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUGR;RFC_NAME=RFC1;ACTVT=16;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUGR;RFC_NAME=SDIFRUNTIME;ACTVT=16;
S_RFC_ADM ACTVT=*;RFCTYPE=T;RFCDEST=CAWorkloadautomation

INSTANCEID_*;ICF_VALUE=*;
Note: CAWorkloadautomationINSTANCEID_* refers to

CAWorkloadautomationAE instance id. Like ACE,PRD
Example: ACE_*

S_XMI_PROD EXTCOMPANY=CA;EXTPRODUCT=Workload
Automat;INTERFACE=XBP;

S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUGR;RFC_NAME=SDTX;ACTVT=16;
S_TABU_DIS ACTVT=03;DICBERCLS=SS;
S_TABU_NAM ACTVT=03;TABLE=CVERS;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUNC; RFC_NAME=/CAWA/

AE_JOB_STATUS_CALLBACK; ACTVT=16;

Authorization for Notification SAP User

Additionally, you must store the SAP user credentials in a configuration file for use in the notification process.

NOTE

• Set the user type to System to prevent the password from expiring.
• The credentials are stored in a configuration file with the password encrypted.
• The specified user must be authorized for the required functionality.
• If you are using the same user for both registration and notification processes, then the following

authorization is not needed. But the above requirements must be met.

To assign an SAP role for the specified user, the SAP Security Administrator must define the following authorizations:

Authorization Object Values
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUGR;RFC_NAME=SYST;ACTVT=16;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUNC;RFC_NAME=BAPI_EXT_JOB_STATUS_CAL

LBACK;ACTVT=16;
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S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUNC;RFC_NAME=BAPI_XMI_LOGOFF;ACTVT=1
6;

S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUNC;RFC_NAME=BAPI_XMI_LOGON;ACTVT=16;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUNC;RFC_NAME=DDIF_FIELDINFO_GET;ACTVT

=16;
S_RFC RFC_TYPE=FUNC;RFC_NAME=RFC_GET_FUNCTION_INTER

FACE;ACTVT=16;

Install the SAP Java Connector (SAP JCo)

For the agent to communicate with an SAP system, install the SAP Java Connector (SAP JCo) package.

NOTE

• The required minimum version is SAP JCo 3.0.x.
• Whether you use the 32-bit or 64-bit JCo version depends on the JVM provided with the agent.
• For Windows systems, you require the msvsr71.dll and msvcp71.dll files. You must add these files to the

agent installation directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to SAP Service Marketplace.
2. Navigate to SAP Java Connector, Tools & Services.
3. Download the latest SAP JCo for your operating system.
4. Stop the agent if it is running.
5. Remove any previous version of the JCo library from the agent installation directory. 

For example, to remove SAP JCo 2.1.10, complete these steps:
a. Delete the following files and links from the agent installation directory:

• librfccm* and libsapjcorfc.* (UNIX)
• librfc32.dll and sapjcorfc.dll (Windows)

b. Delete the sapjco.jar file from the jars/ext subdirectory of the agent installation directory.
6. Copy the sapjco3.jar file to the jars/ext subdirectory of the agent installation directory.
7. Extract the following libraries to the agent installation directory:

– On UNIX, extract libsapjco3.* (.so or .sl depending on the platform).
– On Windows, extract sapjco3.dll.

8. Start the agent.
The SAP Java Connector is installed.

SAP JCo 3.0 Support

SAP JCo 3.0 release supports the following operating environments in combination with the Java 7 Standard Edition of
the corresponding platform vendor [mentioned in brackets]:

• Microsoft Windows x86 32bit (Versions: Microsoft Windows XP, Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft Windows 8) [Oracle
JSE 1.7.0]

• Microsoft Windows x64 64bit (Versions: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Microsoft Windows Server 2008, Microsoft
Windows Server 2008 R2, Microsoft Windows Server 2012, Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2, Microsoft Windows 7,
Microsoft Windows 8) [Oracle JSE 1.7.0]

• Linux x86 32bit (Versions: SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10, SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 11, Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 5, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6, Oracle Enterprise Linux 5, Oracle Enterprise Linux 6) [IBM or Oracle JSE 1.7.0]

• Linux x86 64bit (Versions: SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10, SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 11, Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 5, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6, Oracle Enterprise Linux 5, Oracle Enterprise Linux 6) [IBM or Oracle JSE 1.7.0]
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(UNIX) Install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW

On UNIX, you can install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW in either the console mode or the graphical mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a root user and insert the installation media into the drive and mount it.
2. Go to the CAWAAdvancedIntegrationSAPBW/Installer/Linux directory and run the following command:

chmod +x Setup.bin 

The Setup.bin is executable.
3. Enter the following command:

./ Setup.bin

The installation wizard starts and the License Agreement page appears.

NOTE

To install in console mode, run the following command:

./ Setup.bin  - i console

4. Read the license text and click I agree.
The Installation Directory page appears.

5. Continue with the installation by entering the required information in each wizard page and clicking Next until you
reach the Pre-Installation Summary page.
WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is registered with SAP and CA Workload Automation AE. If you entered
incorrect details in any of the wizard pages, an error message is displayed. To change an entry, go back to the wizard
page and enter the correct details.

6. Review the summary and click Install if the information is correct. 
The installation process begins and the progress is displayed.

7. Click Done when the installation completes.
The installation program exits. WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is installed.

(Windows) Install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW

On Windows, you can install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW using either the installation wizard or the console
mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a user with Windows Administrator privileges.
2. Go to the CAWAAdvancedIntegrationSAPBW\Installer\Windows directory and double-click the Setup.exe file.

The installation wizard opens and the License Agreement page appears.

NOTE

To install in console mode, run the following command:

Setup.exe  - i console

3. Read the license text and click I agree.
The Installation Directory page appears.

4. Continue with the installation by entering the required information in each wizard page and clicking Next until you
reach the Pre-Installation Summary page.
WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is registered with SAP and CA Workload Automation AE. If you entered
incorrect details in any of the wizard pages, an error message is displayed. To change an entry, go back to the wizard
page and enter the correct details.

5. Review the summary and click Install if the information is correct. 
The installation process begins and the progress is displayed.
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6. Click Done when the installation completes.
The installation program exits. WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is installed.

How to Install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW Silently
As an administrator, you can install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW silently. You are not prompted to enter
responses like you do during a normal installation. Silent installation uses a response file that you create to automatically
provide the required information.

The following diagram illustrates the process to install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW silently:

To install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW silently, follow these steps:

1. Create a response file.
2. Install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW silently.

Create a Response File

A response file provides responses to the prompts that occur when you perform a silent installation. You can create
a response file by running the installation command and saving the settings to a response file. You can then use the
response file to install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW silently.

NOTE
The passwords are not displayed in the response file.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a root user (UNIX) or a user with Windows Administrator privileges (Windows).
2. Enter the following command at the command prompt:

Windows: 

Setup.exe  - r RESPONSE_FILE

UNIX: 
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./Setup.bin  - r RESPONSE_FILE

– RESPONSE_FILE
Specifies the full path and the name of the file you are creating.

The installation wizard opens.
3. Continue with the installation by entering the required information in each prompt and pressing Enter (UNIX) or clicking

Next (Windows) until you reach the Pre-Installation Summary page.
4. Review the information, and if it is correct, press Enter (UNIX) or click Install (Windows). 

The installer copies the information to the response file and exits the installation process. The response file is created
in the specified location.

Install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW Silently

The silent installation lets you install WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW without having to enter responses to the
prompts at installation time. Instead, silent installation uses your previously created response file to provide the required
information.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a root user (UNIX) or a user with Windows Administrator privileges (Windows).
2. Open the response file, perform the following tasks, and save the file:

a. Add the following parameter at the beginning of the response file:
INSTALLER_UI=silent

b. Enter the passwords as appropriate.
3. Enter the following command at the command prompt to start the installation program:

Windows: 

setup.exe -f RESPONSE_FILE

UNIX: 

./Setup.bin -f RESPONSE_FILE

– RESPONSE_FILE
Specifies the full path and the name of the file you previously created.

WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is installed silently.

NOTE

• When WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is registered with CA Workload Automation AE, WA Advanced
Integration for SAP BW uses the properties of CA Workload Automation AE. For example, if you are
running CA Workload Automation AE in external security mode, the EEM policies that apply to CA Workload
Automation AE also apply to WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW. The encryption set for CA Workload
Automation AE applies to WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW.

• If you change any of the following CA Workload Automation AE configuration settings, you must regenerate
the WorkloadAutomation.properties file using the registration program and restart the Workload Automation
AE SAP AI RFC Server service to ensure that WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW works with CA
Workload Automation AE. The configuration settings are as follows:
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– Application server host name
– Application server port
– Workload Automation Authentication machine names
– CA Workload Automation AE instance name
– Username and password that is used by the adapter
– Broadcom WCC host name
– Broadcom WCC port
– Broadcom WCC Server Name
– Broadcom WCC protocol
– Monitoring User Name
– Monitoring User Password

• If you update the CA Workload Automation AE encryption settings, you must only restart the Workload
Automation AE SAP AI RFC Server service.

• You can use the CA_Workload_Automation_Advanced_Integration_for_SAP_BW_Register.log to view the
registration with SAP or Workload Automation results.

• If you encounter authentication errors, verify the following information and rerun the installation:
– The username and password you provided are correct.
– The agent or the machine names entered in the Workload Automation Authentication machine name(s):

field are running.
– On Linux, you configured the agent to use an incorrect PAM service using the oscomponent.auth.pam.svc

and oscomponent.auth.pam.lib parameters in the agentparm.txt file.
– In SUSE 11, the Workload Automation AE SAP AI RFC Server service may not start if you

configured the agent to use oscomponent.auth.pam.svc=sshd. You should change the parameter to
oscomponent.auth.pam.svc=su in the agentparm.txt file and restart the agent.

– When SELinux is enabled, you will receive the following error message: cannot restore segment prot after
reloc: Permission denied.
To resolve this problem, disable the SELinux settings and set the parameter as follows.
"/etc/sysconfig/selinux" or "/etc/selinux/config"

SELINUX=disable

How to Uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAPBW
As an administrator, you can uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on the CA Workload Automation AE server.

The following diagram illustrates how to uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW:
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To uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW, follow these steps:

1. Manually Unregister the Workload Automation AE server with SAP.
2. Uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW on UNIX or Windows.

NOTE
If you have installed WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW silently, then the uninstallation process also starts in
the silent mode.

Unregister the Workload Automation AE Server with SAP

Before you can uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW, you must manually unregister the CA Workload
Automation AE server from SAP.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP BW interface.
2. Enter EXTSDL in the Transaction field and press Enter.

A list of registered destinations is displayed,
3. Select the destination name you want to unregister, click Deactivate Connection if the connection is active, and then

click Delete.
The destination name is removed from the list.

4. Enter SM59 in the Transaction field and press Enter.
5. Expand the TCP/IP Connections list and select the RFC connection with the same name as above.
6. Click Delete, and then click Yes to confirm.. 

The RFC connection is deleted from the list of TCP/IP connections.

(UNIX) Uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW

On UNIX, you can uninstall Workload Automation Advanced Integration for SAP BW using the uninstallation wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a root user
2. Change to the WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW uninstallation directory. For example, type the following

command:
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cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration/UninstallData 

3. Enter the following command:
./Uninstall

The Welcome page appears.
4. Click Next
5. Select the Yes option if you want to remove the configuration files during the uninstallation. By default, the

configuration files are not removed.
6. Click Uninstall.

The uninstallation process begins and the progress is displayed.
7. Click Finish.

WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is uninstalled.

NOTE
The uninstallation log includes a warning message to indicate that the uninstallation process cannot remove the
uninstall log.

(Windows) Uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW

On Windows, you can uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW using the uninstallation wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a user with Windows Administrator privileges.
2. Go to the uninstall directory and double-click the Uninstall.exe file.

The Welcome page appears.
3. Click Next.
4. Enter the CA Workload Automation AE Instance ID that WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is registered to and

click Next.
5. Enter the SAP User ID and SAP Password that Workload Automation AE instance is registered to.

NOTE
If WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is registered to multiple SAP systems, you are prompted to enter
the credentials for each SAP system.

6. Select the Yes option if you want to remove the configuration files during the uninstallation. By default, the
configuration files are not removed.

7. Click Uninstall.
The uninstallation process begins and the progress is displayed.

8. Click Finish.
WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is uninstalled.

NOTE
The uninstallation log includes a warning message to indicate that the uninstallation process cannot remove the
uninstall log.

Uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW Silently
You can uninstall WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW silently.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a root user (UNIX) or as a user with Windows Administrator privileges (Windows).
2. Create a file with the following properties as appropriate:
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– To remove the configuration files during the uninstallation:
INSTALLER_UI=silent

REMOVE_FILES_1=Yes

– To retain the configuration files during the uninstallation:
INSTALLER_UI=silent

REMOVE_FILES_2=No

3. Enter the following command at the command prompt:
– UNIX: 

./setup.bin -f FILE_NAME

– Windows: 

setup.exe -f FILE_NAME

• FILE_NAME
Specifies the full path including name of the file that you created in Step 2.

WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is uninstalled silently.

(UNIX) Clean Up After a Catastrophic Uninstallation Failure
Cleaning up is necessary after a catastrophic failure of the WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW uninstallation.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command:
UNIX: 

unicntrl stop waae_sap.AUTOSERV_VALUE

– AUTOSERV_VALUE
Specifies the CA Workload Automation AE instance name to which WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is
registered.

The WAAE AI for SAP Solution Manager (instance_name) service stops.
2. Execute the following command to remove the WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW instance file: 

unicntrl register -D waae_sap.instance_name

3. Enter the following command to delete the installation directory: 

rm -rf install_directory

– install_directory
Specifies the absolute path to the installation directory.

4. Remove the following line from the /etc/profile file:
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export CAWA_AI_SAP_HOME=/opt/CA/WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration    # Added for Broadcom Remote Engineer

(Windows) Clean Up After a Catastrophic Uninstallation Failure
Cleaning up is necessary after a catastrophic failure of the WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW uninstallation.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the bin folder of the installation directory and enter the following command:
wrapper.exe -p ..\conf\wrapper.conf

The Workload Automation AE SAP AI (instance_name) service stops.
2. Enter the following command to uninstall the service:

wrapper.exe -r ..\conf\wrapper.conf

3. Enter the following command to delete the installation directory: 

rmdir “install_directory”

– install_directory
Specifies the absolute path to the installation directory.

4. Run the following command to unset the environment variable:
SETX CAWA_AI_SAP_HOME ""
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Administrating
This section contains topics for Administrating Business Warehouse.

Unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP
If you specified a wrong SAP instance during the installation and you want to correct it without rerunning the installation,
you must manually unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP. The interactive program prompts you for
the required information.

WARNING
Deactivate the RFC destination before you unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP. To
deactivate the RFC destination manually, log in to SAP, enter EXTSDL in the command line, and select the RFC
destination. Next, click the Deactivate Connection button.

Follow these steps:

1. On Windows, open the CA Workload Automation AE command prompt.
On UNIX, run the shell that is sourced to use CA Workload Automation AE.

2. Change to the WA Advanced Integration for SAP installation directory. For example, type the following command: 
UNIX: 

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration/bin

Windows:

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration\bin

3. Type the following command to start the registration program:
UNIX:

waae_solman_register.sh

Windows:

waae_solman_register.bat

The Broadcom WAAE Registration Utility opens, prompting you to select an option.
4. Select option 2 to unregister.
5. Enter 1 at the next prompt to manually unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP.
6. Enter the required information for each of the following prompts:

– SAP Host Address
Specifies the host name of the SAP BW server to which WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers. This value
corresponds to the Application Server field on the SAPGUI properties dialog.

– SAP System Number
Specifies the system number of the system WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers to. This value must
have two digits and it corresponds to the System Number field on the SAPGUI properties dialog. 
Example: 00

– SAP Client
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Specifies the SAP client number.
– SAP Username

Specifies the SAP user ID to use to connect to SAP BI.
– SAP Password

Specifies the password that is associated with the SAP user ID.

NOTE
If you enter an incorrect value in any of the options, a message is returned prompting you to select from
one of the following options:[1] Start over, [2] Reenter credentials, or [0] Exit.

– Workload Automation Destination Name
Specifies the RFC destination name that the server program uses to register on the SAP gateway.

– Gateway Service (Optional)
Specifies the SAP gateway service name.
Example: sapgw09

– Gateway Host (Optional)
Defines the name of the SAP gateway host.
Default: SAP Host Address

– Also Remove RFC destination?
Specifies whether you want to remove a destination from the list of RFC destinations in the SAP system.
• true—Removes the destination from the list of RFC destinations.
• false—Does not remove the destination from the list of RFC destinations.

NOTE
The destination in EXTSDL is removed and unregistered irrespective of whether you select the true or
false option.

The registration program displays a message and closes automatically after completing successfully.

Unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP By File
Alternatively, you can unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP by file, in which case, you are not
prompted to manually enter responses.

WARNING
Deactivate the RFC destination before you unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP. To
deactivate the RFC destination manually, log in to SAP, enter EXTSDL in the command line, and select the RFC
destination. Next, click the Deactivate Connection button.

Follow these steps:

1. On Windows, open the CA Workload Automation AE command prompt.
On UNIX, run the shell that is sourced to use CA Workload Automation AE.

2. Change to the WA Advanced Integration for SAP installation directory. For example, type the following command: 
UNIX :

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration/bin

Windows:

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration\bin

3. Type the following command to start the registration program:
UNIX:
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waae_solman_register.sh

Windows:

waae_solman_register.bat

The Broadcom WAAE Registration Utility opens, prompting you to select an option.
4. Select option 2 to unregister.
5. Enter 2 at the next prompt to unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP by file.
6. Enter the required information for each of the following prompts:

– SAP System ID (SAPSID)
Specifies the file that contains the details that are needed to unregister WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with
the SAP system.

– SAP Username
Specifies the SAP user ID that is used for the RFC call to the SAP system to unregister.

– SAP Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the SAP user ID.

– Gateway Service (Optional)
Specifies the SAP gateway service name. 
Example: sapgw09

– Gateway Host (Optional)
Defines the name of the SAP gateway host.
Default: SAP Host Address

– Delete .jcoServer file? Please select from the following options:
[1] Yes.
[2] No.
Specifies whether you want to delete the .jcoServer file.

The program displays a message and closes automatically after completing successfully.

Register WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP
If you specified a wrong SAP instance during the installation and you want to correct it without rerunning the installation,
you must manually register WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP. The interactive program prompts you for the
required information.

Follow these steps:

1. On Windows, open the CA Workload Automation AE command prompt.
On UNIX, run the shell that is sourced to use CA Workload Automation AE.

2. Change to the WA Advanced Integration for SAP installation directory. For example, type the following command: 
UNIX: 

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration/bin

Windows:

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration\bin

3. Type the following command to start the registration program:
UNIX:
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waae_solman_register.sh

Windows:

waae_solman_register.bat

The Broadcom WAAE Registration Utility opens, prompting you to select an option.
4. Select option 1 to register.
5. Enter the required information for each of the following prompts:

– SAP Host Address
Specifies the host name of the SAP BW server to which WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers. This value
corresponds to the Application Server field on the SAPGUI properties dialog.

– SAP System Number
Specifies the system number of the system WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers to. This value must
have two digits and it corresponds to the System Number field on the SAPGUI properties dialog. 
Example: 00

– SAP Client
Specifies the SAP client number.

– SAP System ID (SAPSID)
Specifies the SAP system identifier (SID) WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers to. This value
corresponds to the System ID field on the SAPGUI properties dialog.

NOTE
This value is used to name the connection properties file. WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW uses the
connection properties file to establish an RFC connection to the SAP system.

Example: CE2 (The agent stores the SAP connection data in the CE2.jcoserver file.)
– SAP Username

Specifies the SAP user ID to use to connect to SAP BI.
– SAP Password

Specifies the password that is associated with the SAP user ID.
– Workload Automation Destination Name

Specifies the RFC destination name that the server program uses to register on the SAP gateway.
– Registered Program ID

Specifies the program ID that will be used by the adapter to register with the SAP gateway. The registered program
ID is associated with the RFC destination that is created during the registration process and can be seen in
transaction SM59.

– Gateway Host (Optional)
Defines the name of the SAP gateway host.
Default: SAP Host Address

– Set as the default
Specifies whether you want to register the server as the default external scheduler.
• [1] True -- Registers the server as the default external scheduler
• [2] False -- Does not register the server as the default external scheduler
Default: 1

– Recreate the destination?
Specifies whether you want to overwrite or reuse the RFC destination in the SAP system. This field is displayed
only if the RFC destination already exists in the SAP system.
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• [1] True -- Overwrites the RFC destination and WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is registered using the
destination.

• [2] False -- Reuses the existing RFC destination and WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is registered using
the existing destination.

The program displays a message and closes automatically after registering successfully.

NOTE
To know the version of the CAWorkloadAutomationAEAdapter and CAWorkloadAutomationAERegistrator jar
files, change to the installation directory, and run the version.bat or version.sh file.

Register WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with Workload
Automation
If you specified a wrong CA Workload Automation AE instance during the installation and you want to correct it without
rerunning the installation, you must manually register WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with CA Workload
Automation AE. The interactive program prompts you for the required information.

Follow these steps:

1. On Windows, open the CA Workload Automation AE command prompt.
On UNIX, run the shell that is sourced to use CA Workload Automation AE.

2. Change to the WA Advanced Integration for SAP installation directory. For example, type the following command: 
UNIX:

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration/bin

Windows:

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration\bin

3. Type the following command to start the registration program:
UNIX:

waae_solman_register.sh

Windows:

waae_solman_register.bat

The Broadcom WAAE Registration Utility opens, prompting you to select an option.
4. Select option 4 to register.
5. Enter the required information for each of the following prompts:

– Workload Automation Application Server Host Name:
Specifies the host name of the computer where the CA Workload Automation AE application server resides.

– Workload Automation Application Server Port Number: 
Specifies the virtual port number that is assigned to the CA Workload Automation AE application server host
computer.
Default: 9000

– Workload Automation Authentication machine name(s): 
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Specifies the machine name (machine type a) that is already defined in the CA Workload Automation AE database.
You can specify multiple machine names; separated by a comma.

– Workload Automation Application Server Username:
Specifies the CA Workload Automation AE application server user name.

– Workload Automation Application Server Password:
Specifies the password that is associated with the CA Workload Automation AE application server user name.

– AE Monitoring User Name
Specifies the CA Workload Automation AE user ID assigned by the system administrator for use by the common
monitoring functions. 
The name must be entered as follows when using Native security: 

user_name@node

The name must be entered as follows when using Broadcom EEM: 

user_name

user_name
Specifies the authorized user name.
node
Specifies the Application Server Host Name or any machine name. The name does not have to be a valid machine
name. It is used to create a key in the CA Workload Automation AE database in which to look up the associated
password. Any CA Workload Automation AE application server can look up the user_name@node key in the CA
Workload Automation AE password database.
Limits: 80 or fewer characters; must not contain the < or > characters

NOTE

• The specified Monitor ID should have view rights to a superset of Workload Automation AE jobs to
provide common monitoring functionality. The Monitor ID does not require update or create authority.

• If Workload Automation AE native security is used, the password for user_name@node specified for
the Monitor ID must be defined in autosys_secure.

• If Broadcom EEM is used for security, the Monitor ID specified must be a valid user on the Broadcom
EEM server (@node has no meaning in the context of Broadcom EEM).

• If only the user name is specified, the Workload Automation Authentication machine name(s): values
are used for authentication.

– Monitoring User Password
Specifies the password for the AE Monitoring User.

– Workload Automation WCC Server Host Name:
Specifies the name of the computer where the CA WCC server resides.

– Workload Automation WCC Server Port Number: 
Specifies the application port number of the CA WCC instance.

– Workload Automation WCC Server transport protocol. Please select from the following options:
[1] HTTP
[2] HTTPS
Specifies whether the CA WCC server is using SSL or non-SSL communication protocol.

– Workload Automation Server name in WCC:
Specifies the server definition that is defined in the Broadcom WCC server.
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The program displays a message and closes automatically after registering successfully. The adapter program uses
the WorkloadAutomation.properties file to which the Workload Automation properties are written.

6. Start the adapter service to connect WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP and Workload Automation.

Test the SAP BW Connection
After you manually register WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW with SAP and CA Workload Automation AE, you can
verify if the connection was successful.

Follow these steps:

1. On Windows, open the CA Workload Automation AE command prompt.
On UNIX, run the shell that is sourced to use CA Workload Automation AE.

2. Change to the WA Advanced Integration for SAP installation directory. For example, type the following command: 
UNIX:

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration/bin

Windows:

cd WAAE_SAP_Advanced_Integration\bin

3. Type the following command to start the registration program:
UNIX:

waae_solman_register.sh

Windows:

waae_solman_register.bat

The Broadcom WAAE Registration Utility opens, prompting you to select an option.
4. Select option 3 to test whether WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is connected successfully to SAP and CA

Workload Automation AE.
5. Enter the required information for each of the following prompts:

– SAP Host Address
Specifies the host name of the SAP BI server to which WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers. This value
corresponds to the Application Server field on the SAPGUI properties dialog.

– SAP System Number
Specifies the system number of the system WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW registers to. This value must
have two digits and it corresponds to the System Number field on the SAPGUI properties dialog. 
Example: 00

– SAP Client
Specifies the SAP client number.

– SAP Username
Specifies the SAP user ID to use to connect to WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW.

– SAP Password
Specifies the password that is associated with the SAP user ID.

– Workload Automation Destination Name
Specifies the RFC destination name that the server program uses to register on the SAP gateway.

– Isolation Group
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Specifies the GLOBAL group name.
The program displays a message indicating that WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW is connected successfully to
SAP and CA Workload Automation AE.
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Using
This section contains topics for using Business Warehouse.

Job Management
This section describes how to define Workload Automation AE jobs in the WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW
application.

Workload Automation AE Jobs
All activity controlled by Workload Automation AE is based on jobs. For example, a job is any single command or
executable, UNIX shell script, or Windows batch file. You define Workload Automation AE jobs by creating job definitions
that specify the job's properties and behavior. For example, you can specify conditions that determine when and where a
job runs.

When you create a job definition, you must specify the job type. Job types define the type of work to be scheduled. For
example, you can create a Command job to run a Windows command file, or an FTP job to download a file from a server.

Each job type has required and optional properties that define the job. The job types have many common properties and
Workload Automation AE treats them all similarly. The primary differences between them are the actions taken when the
jobs run.

You can define a Workload Automation AE job in the WA Advanced Integration for SAP BW application.

Create a Workload Automation AE Job

You can use the SAP BW Interface to create a Workload Automation AE job.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP BW interface.
2. Enter RSPC in the Transaction field and press Enter.

The Process Chain tab is selected in the left navigation pane by default.
3. Locate and double-click the name of the process chain to which you want to add a job.
4. Click  to

edit the process chain.
5. Expand the Other node in the Process Types navigation pane.
6. Double-click WA Job or drag and drop WA Job onto the process chain.

The Insert WA Job dialog opens.
7. Click  to

create a new Workload Automation job.
8. Enter the appropriate information in the Process Variants and the Long Description fields and

click .
The Process Maintenance: WA Job dialog opens.

9. Specify the following properties and press Enter:
– RFC Destination

Specifies the server where the job resides. This value is entered by default. Optionally, you can enter a different
server or
click  to
open a list from which you can select a server.

– Job Type
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Specifies the type of job you want to add.
10. Enter the appropriate values for the specified job type in the Job Parameters section.

NOTE

• You cannot create a job with a Condition attribute.
• You cannot create a job with the following Box related attributes:

– Box
– Terminate on failure of containing box
– Terminate containing box on job failure
– Auto hold job when box starts

• You cannot create a job with the following date and time conditions:
– Time zone
– Run window
– Run days
– Run calendar
– Exclude calendar
– Times of day
– Minutes after each hour
– Must start times
– Must complete times

• The SAP BW Interface allows up to 128 characters for JIL attributes that accept more than 128 characters in
Workload Automation AE.

Edit a Workload Automation AE Job

You can modify the properties for a job that is contained in a process chain.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP BW interface.
2. Enter RSPC in the Transaction field and press Enter.

The Process Chain tab is selected in the left navigation pane by default.
3. Locate and double-click the name of the process chain that contains the job that you want to edit.
4. Double-click the name of the job.
5. Find and double-click the process that is associated with the job.

NOTE
You can edit only the jobs that were created in SAP BW. Jobs that are created outside the SAP BW are not
updated.

The Process Maintenance: WA Job dialog opens.
6. Click  to

edit the properties as needed and
click  or
press F11 to save your changes.

7. Click  to
exit the Process Maintenance dialog.

NOTE

• You cannot create a job with a Condition attribute.
• You cannot create a job with the following Box related attributes:
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– Box
– Terminate on failure of containing box
– Terminate containing box on job failure
– Auto hold job when box starts

• You cannot create a job with the following date and time conditions:
– Time zone
– Run window
– Run days
– Run calendar
– Exclude calendar
– Times of day
– Minutes after each hour
– Must start times
– Must complete times

• The SAP BW Interface allows up to 128 characters for JIL attributes that accept more than 128 characters in
Workload Automation AE.

Define a Command Job
You can define a Command job to run workload on UNIX and Windows computers. The job can run a script, execute a
UNIX command, or run a Windows command file.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Command Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 character; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound (#);
do no include embedded spaces or tabs

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.

3. Select the CMD category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required Command property in the
Parameter Values pane:
– Command

4. (Optional) Specify optional Command properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE
To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click
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and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The Command job is defined.

Command Properties

The Command category includes the following properties:

Command

Specifies a command, executable, UNIX shell script, application, or batch file to run on the client using the following
format:

file argument...

• – file
Specifies the command, executable, UNIX shell script, application, or batch file to run when all the starting
conditions are met.

– argument...
Specifies one or more arguments to pass to the command or script at run time.

NOTE
Separate each argument with a space. You must specify each argument in the order it is expected in the
program.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

When you define a job that runs a script that calls a second script, the fully qualified path of the called script
must be provided.

JIL attribute: command

Shell

(Optional) Specifies the name of the shell used to execute the script or command file. You can specify any of the following
UNIX shells:

• – /bin/ksh (Korn shell)
– /bin/sh (Bourne shell)
– /bin/bash (Bourne again shell)
– /bin/csh (C shell)
– /usr/local/bin/perl (Perl shell)

Limits: Up to 20 characters

JIL attribute: shell

Interactive

(Optional) Indicates whether the specified command needs to be user interactive.

JIL attribute: interactive

Heartbeat interval

(Defaulted) Defines the frequency (in minutes) with which the job sends a heartbeat. The heartbeat is a signal that helps
the scheduling manager monitor the progress of a job.
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Limits: 0-2147483647

Default: 0 (the agent does not listen for heartbeats)

JIL attribute: heartbeat_interval

Standard input file

(Optional) Specifies the path and file name where you want to redirect standard input from.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

NOTE

• The job owner must have read permission to the specified file on the client computer.
• When specifying standard input, output, and error file locations, we recommend that you enter absolute paths

to the files instead of relative paths or file names alone.
• You can use variables exported from the job profile or global variables to specify the file name and location.

Enclose variables referenced in the job profile in braces (for example, “${PATH}”). Use the $$global_name, $
$(global_name), or $${global_name} format to reference global variables.

• Enclose the values that contain a colon or embedded blanks in double quotation marks. Do not use
embedded double quotation marks.

Windows:

• If you do not specify a full path name, the path defaults to the job owner's home directory.
• When specifying drive letters in job definitions, you must escape the colon with quotation marks or

backslashes. For example, C\:\tmp or "C:\tmp" is valid; C:\tmp is not.

JIL attribute: std_in_file

Blob input

(Optional) Specifies the text to insert for the blob, using the following format:.

Blob_input:
<auto_blobt>input</auto_blobt>

• – input
Specifies the text to insert for the blob.

JIL attribute: blob_input

Standard output file

(Optional) Defines the path and file name where you want to redirect all standard output.

If you are running jobs across platforms, the scheduler of the issuing instance controls the default behavior. The default is
to append this file. To append the file, enter >> as the first characters in the value. To overwrite the file, enter > as the first
character in the value.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; cannot contain spaces between the > or >> characters and the full path or file name

NOTE
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• The job owner must have write permission to the specified file on the client computer.
• When specifying standard input, output, and error file locations, we recommend that you enter absolute paths

to the files instead of relative paths or file names alone.
• You can use variables exported from the job profile or global variables to specify the file name and location.

Enclose variables referenced in the job profile in braces (for example, “${PATH}”). Use the $$global_name, $
$(global_name), or $${global_name} format to reference global variables.

• Enclose the values that contain a colon or embedded blanks in double quotation marks. Do not use
embedded double quotation marks.
UNIX:

• This value overrides the instance-wide setting for the AutoInstWideAppend parameter in the configuration
file.

• This value overrides the machine-specific setting for the AutoMachWideAppend parameter in the /etc/
auto.profile file.
Windows:

• This value overrides the instance-wide setting for the Append stdout/stderr field in the Workload Automation
AE Administrator utility.

• When specifying drive letters in job definitions, you must escape the colon with quotation marks or
backslashes. For example, C\:\tmp or "C:\tmp" is valid; C:\tmp is not.

Default: /dev/null (UNIX) or NULL (Windows)

JIL attribute: std_out_file

Standard error file

(Optional) Defines the path and file name where you want to redirect all standard error output.

If you are running jobs across platforms, the scheduler of the issuing instance controls the default behavior. The default is
to append this file. To append the file, enter >> as the first characters in the value. To overwrite the file, enter > as the first
character in the value.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; cannot contain spaces between the > or >> characters and the full path or file name

NOTE

• The job owner must have write permission to the specified file on the client computer.
• When specifying standard input, output, and error file locations, we recommend that you enter absolute paths

to the files instead of relative paths or file names alone.
• You can use variables exported from the job profile or global variables to specify the file name and location.

Enclose variables referenced in the job profile in braces (for example, “${PATH}”). Use the $$global_name, $
$(global_name), or $${global_name} format to reference global variables.

• Enclose the values that contain a colon or embedded blanks in double quotation marks. Do not use
embedded double quotation marks.

UNIX:

• This value overrides the instance-wide setting for the AutoInstWideAppend parameter in the configuration
file.

• This value overrides the machine-specific setting for the AutoMachWideAppend parameter in the /etc/
auto.profile file.

Windows:

• This value overrides the instance-wide setting for the Append stdout/stderr field in the Workload Automation
AE Administrator utility.

• When specifying drive letters in job definitions, you must escape the colon with quotation marks or
backslashes. For example, C\:\tmp or "C:\tmp" is valid; C:\tmp is not.
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WA Agent Default: The agent directory (installation_directory/SystemAgent/agent_name/)

Legacy Agent Default: /dev/null (UNIX) or NULL (Windows)

JIL attribute: std_err_file

Run in elevated mode

(Optional) Indicates whether to run the Command job in elevated mode on Microsoft Windows Vista, Microsoft Windows
7, or Microsoft Windows 2008. In elevated mode, the User Account Control (UAC) feature is enabled. UAC improves the
security of Microsoft Windows by limiting application software to standard user privileges until an administrator authorizes
an elevation.

NOTE

• This field is valid only for Workload Automation AE Release 1.3.5 and later servers.
• If the agent administrator sets the oscomponent.logon.elevated parameter on the Workload Automation

AE server to true in the agentparm.txt file, the agent runs all Command jobs in elevated mode on
Windows, regardless of the elevated attribute. To use the elevated attribute in a job definition, the
oscomponent.logon.elevated parameter must be set to false.

Default: Not selected

JIL attribute: elevated

Environment Variables

(Optional) Specifies environment variables to define the local environment where the script, command, or batch file runs.
You can modify existing environment variables.

This field uses the following format:

parm_name=parm_value[, parm_name=parm_value...]

• – parm_name
Specifies the name of an existing environment variable.

NOTE
Enclose names that contain spaces in apostrophes.

Example: 'exceptions 1'
– parm_value

Specifies the value of the environment variable.

NOTE
Enclose values that contain spaces in quotation marks.

Example: "cmd1 cmd2 cmd3"

JIL attribute: envvars

Profile

(Optional) Specifies a job profile that defines environment variables to set before executing the specified command. Enter
the name of a profile located on the job’s client or a path name using the following format that includes the machine on
which the profile resides:

\\machine_name\profile_name

Limits: Up to 128 characters
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Default: If you omit this field, the scheduling manager uses the "default" profile on Windows and the /etc/auto.profile on
UNIX.

NOTE
This attribute is only available for Command, User Defined, and File Watcher job types.

JIL attribute: profile

Ulimit

(Optional) Specifies the UNIX shell's resource usage limit using the following format:

resource_type="soft_value,hard_value"[, resource_type="soft_value,hard_value"...]

• – resource_type

Specifies the resource type. The following options are available:

• – • c -- Specifies the core file size in blocks.
• d -- Specifies the data segment size in kilobytes (KB).
• f -- Specifies the maximum file size in blocks.
• m -- Specifies the process virtual size in kilobytes (KB).
• n -- Specifies the number of files.
• s -- Specifies the stack size in kilobytes (KB).
• t -- Specifies the CPU time in seconds.

– soft_value
Defines the usage (soft) limit for the specified resource type. The soft limit can be increased up to the specified hard
limit and can be changed without root authority.
Limits: Any numeric digits or you can specify unlimited; the value must be less than or equal to the hard limit

– hard_value
Defines the maximum usage (hard) limit for the specified resource type. The hard limit can only be increased by the
root user. Any user ID can decrease a hard limit.
Limits: Any numeric digits or you can specify unlimited; the value must be greater than or equal to the soft limit

NOTE
If the job runs under a non-root user ID and the value specified in the job definition is greater than the
current hard limit on the UNIX system, the hard limit will not be increased.

Example: c=”100,200”, s=”250,300”

JIL attribute: ulimit

File system check

(Optional) Defines the minimum amount of file space that must be available on designated drives for the job to start.

Windows:

• – Specify one or more drives (by drive letter) and their corresponding sizes in kilobytes (KB). Only drives are checked;
directories, if specified, are ignored.

– When specifying drive letters, you must escape the colon with quotation marks or backslashes.

Example: “C: 100 D: 120”

UNIX:
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• – Specify one or more file systems (with full path names or directory names) and their corresponding sizes in
kilobytes (KB).

Example: /roots 100 /auxfs1 120

Limits: Up to 128 characters for the entire value

NOTE
If you specify multiple drive or file system/size pairs, separate each with a single space.

JIL attribute: chk_files

Define a Database Monitor (DBMON) Job
You can define a Database Monitor job to monitor a database table for an increase or decrease in the number of rows. To
monitor the database table for specific changes, you can add a monitor condition to the job definition. When the condition
is met, the job completes.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and WA Agent for Databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Database Monitor Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.

3. Select the DBMON category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required Database Monitor
property in the Parameter Values pane:
– Tablename

4. (Optional) Specify optional Database Monitor properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE

To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The Database Monitor job is defined.
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Database Monitor Properties

The Database Monitor category includes the following properties:

Tablename

Specifies the name of the database table to monitor for changes.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

JIL attribute: tablename

Continuous

(Defaulted) Indicates whether to monitor for the conditions continuously. When selected, each time the specified
conditions occur, an alert is written to the scheduler log file.

Default: not selected (the job does not monitor for the conditions)

NOTE
To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.

JIL attribute: continuous

Monitor Type

(Defaulted) Specifies the type of database change to monitor for, as follows:

• DECREASE (Row decrease)
Monitors for a decrease in the number of rows in the database table.

• INCREASE (Row increase)
Monitors for an increase in the number of rows in the database table.

• VARIANCE (Both of the above)
Monitors for an increase or a decrease in the number of rows in the database table.

Default: VARIANCE (Both of the above)

JIL attribute: monitor_type

Monitor Cond

(Optional) Specifies the condition to monitor in the database. This condition is equivalent to an SQL where clause.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: monitor_cond

Connect String

(Optional) Specifies a JDBC database resource location (URL) for a job. Use the appropriate format for your database
type, as follows:

• For an Oracle database:
"jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:database_name"

• For a Microsoft SQL Server database:
"jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=database_name"

• For an IBM DB2 database:
"jdbc:db2://host:port/database_name"

• For a Sybase database:
connect_string: "jdbc:sybase:Tds:host:port/dbname

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive
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NOTE
Your agent administrator can also set a default value for this property using the db.default.url parameter in the
agentparm.txt file.

JIL attribute: connect_string

User Role

(Optional) Specifies the role of the Oracle user to log in as. The user role must be defined in the Oracle database. The
user role uses the following syntax:

as userrole

Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive

Example: as sysdba

JIL attribute: user_role

Define a Database Stored Procedure (DBPROC) Job
You can define a Database Stored Procedure job to invoke a procedure stored in a database. You can add criteria to the
job definition to test the procedure’s output. If the result matches the criteria, the job completes successfully. When the
procedure executes, the output parameter values from the database are returned to the scheduling manager. You can
view the output parameter values in the job’s spool file. By default, the agent separates the output parameter values in the
return string with a vertical bar ( | ).

If you are using Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server, you can also define a Database Stored Procedure job to run a stored
function.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and a WA Agent for
Databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Database Stored Procedure Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

3. Select the DBPROC category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required Database Stored
Procedure property in the Parameter Values pane:
– Sp Name

4. (Optional) Specify optional Database Stored Procedure properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE

To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click
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and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.

1. Save the job.
The Database Stored Procedure job is defined.

Database Stored Procedure Properties

The Database Stored Procedure category includes the following properties:

Sp Name

Specifies the database stored procedure to run.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

JIL attribute: sp_name

Success Criteria

(Optional) Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the regular
expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by an equal
sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match order number A2976,
specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular expression A2976 does not match any
return string causing the job to fail.

JIL attribute: success_criteria

Connect String

(Optional) Specifies a JDBC database resource location (URL) for a job. Use the appropriate format for your database
type, as follows:

• For an Oracle database:
"jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:database_name"

• For a Microsoft SQL Server database:
"jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=database_name"

• For an IBM DB2 database:
"jdbc:db2://host:port/database_name"

• For a Sybase database:
"jdbc:sybase:Tds:host:port /dbname

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Your agent administrator can also set a default value for this property using the db.default.url parameter in the
agentparm.txt file.

JIL attribute: connect_string

User Role
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(Optional) Specifies the role of the Oracle user to log in as. The user role must be defined in the Oracle database. The
user role uses the following syntax:

as userrole

Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive

Example: as sysdba

JIL attribute: user_role

Result Type

(Optional) Specifies the data type to return from a stored procedure.

JIL attribute: result_type

Sp Arg

• Arg Type

(Optional) Specifies the parameter type, as follows:

• IN -- Specifies that the parameter is an input parameter.
• OUT -- Specifies that the parameter is an output parameter.
• INOUT -- Specifies that the parameter is an input-output parameter.

JIL attribute: sp_arg: argtype

• Datatype
(Optional) Specifies the database data type of the parameter.
JIL attribute: sp_arg: datatype

• Ignore
(Optional) Specifies whether the value is ignored, as follows:
– Yes -- Specifies that the value is ignored.
– No -- Specifies that the value is returned.
This property is useful if you want to hide data such as a password.
Default: No
Note: This argument applies to output parameters only.
JIL attribute: sp_arg: ignore

• Name
(Optional) Specifies the name of the parameter.
Limits: Up to 64 characters
JIL attribute: sp_arg: name

• Value
(Optional) Specifies the value of the parameter.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• This argument applies to input parameters only.
• Enclose values that contain spaces in apostrophes.

JIL attribute: sp_arg: value
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Define a Database Trigger (DBTRIG) Job
You can define a Database Trigger job to monitor a database table for added, deleted, or updated rows. To monitor the
database table for specific changes, you can add a condition to the job definition. When the condition is met, the job
completes.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and a WA Agent for
Databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Database Trigger Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

3. Select the DBTRIG category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required Database Trigger
properties in the Parameter Values pane:
– Trigger Type
– Dbtype
– Tablename

4. (Optional) Specify optional Database Trigger properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types. 

NOTE

To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The Database Trigger job is defined.

Database Trigger Properties

The Database Trigger category includes the following properties:

Dbtype

Specifies whether the database is an Oracle, MSSQL, Sybase, or DB2 database.

JIL attribute: dbtype

Tablename

Specifies the name of the database table to monitor for changes.
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Limits: Up to 128 characters

JIL attribute: tablename

Continuous

(Defaulted) Indicates whether to monitor for the conditions continuously if selected. Each time the specified conditions
occur, an alert is written to the scheduler log file.

Default: not selected (the job does not monitor for the conditions)

NOTE

To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.

JIL attribute: continuous

Trigger Type

Specifies the type of database change to monitor for, as follows:

• DELETE
Monitors for the deletion of a row in the database table.

• INSERT
Monitors for the insertion of a row in the database table.

• UPDATE
Monitors for an update to any of the rows in the database table.

Default: INSERT

Example: Selecting INSERT and UPDATE monitors for the insertion of a row or an update to any of the rows.

NOTE

You can select multiple trigger types.

JIL attribute: trigger_type

Trigger Cond

(Optional) Specifies the condition to monitor in the database, as follows:

• For Oracle and DB2, this condition is the WHEN clause.
• For SQL Server, this condition is the IF clause.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

For the specific database syntax, refer to your database vendor's documentation.

JIL attribute: trigger_cond

Connect String

(Optional) Specifies a JDBC database resource location (URL) for a job. Use the appropriate format for your database
type, as follows:

• For an Oracle database:
"jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:database_name"

• For a Microsoft SQL Server database:
"jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=database_name"

• For an IBM DB2 database:
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"jdbc:db2://host:port/database_name"

• For a Sybase database:
"jdbc:sybase:Tds:host:port /dbname

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Your agent administrator can also set a default value for this property using the db.default.url parameter in the
agentparm.txt file.

JIL attribute: connect_string

User Role

(Optional) Specifies the role of the Oracle user to log in as. The user role must be defined in the Oracle database. The
user role uses the following syntax:

as userrole

Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive

Example: as sysdba

JIL attribute: user_role

Define a File Trigger (FT) Job
You can define a File Trigger job to monitor when a file is created, updated, deleted, expanded, or shrunk, and when a file
exists or does not exist. By default, File Trigger jobs monitor for the existence of a file.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a File Trigger Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.

3. Select the FT category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required File Trigger property in the
Parameter Values pane:
– Watch File

4. (Optional) Specify optional File Trigger properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE

To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click
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and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The Command job is defined.

File Trigger Properties

The File Trigger category includes the following properties:

Watch File

NOTE
Specifies the path to and name of one or more files to monitor. To specify multiple files, use the asterisk (*) and
question mark (?) wildcard characters. Use * for any number of characters and ? for any single character. Do not
use the * and ? in the path.Limits: Up to 28 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
UNIX Notes:

• You can specify variables exported from the profile script or global variables in the name.
• Wildcard characters are expanded according to the wildcard expansion rules in the Bourne Shell.
• You can specify system environment variables, job profile environment variables, or global variables in the name. If the

variable is referenced in the job profile, we recommend that you enclose the variable in braces (for example: ${PATH}).
Use the $$global_name, $$(global_name), or $${global_name} format to reference global variables.

NOTE
Windows Notes:

• You can specify system environment variables, job profile environment variables, or global variables in the name.
If the variable is referenced in the job profile, we recommend that you enclose the variable in braces (for example:
%{PATH}%). Use the $$global_name, $$(global_name), or $${global_name} format to reference global variables.

When specifying drive letters in job definitions, you must escape the colon with quotation marks or backslashes. For
example, C\:\tmp or "C:\tmp" is valid; C:\tmp is not.

Example: /tmp/a*.data

JIL attribute: watch_file

Watch File Change Type

(Defaulted) Specifies the type of change to detect when monitoring a file for an increase or decrease in size, as follows:

• Delta
Specifies that the job monitors for a change in the file size.

• Percent
Specifies that the job monitors for a change in the file size by percentage.

• Size
Specifies that the job monitors the file to reach a specified size.

NOTE
Some file systems will create the files with extra space in anticipation of further file expansion requests.
Therefore, specifying exact byte counts will not always work.

Default: Size
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NOTE

• This field is required when the Trigger type is CREATE, EXPAND or SHRINK.
• The change type works in concert with the change value; if one is specified, the other must be also.

JIL attribute: watch_file_change_type

Watch File Change Value

(Optional) Defines one of the following:

• The change in file size when the file Change type is Delta or Percent.
• The limit of the file size when the file Change type is Size. If the type of file activity is Expand, the file trigger occurs

when the file size is equal to or is greater than the specified size. If the type of file activity is Shrink, the file trigger
occurs when the file size is equal to or less than the specified size.

NOTE

• This field is required when the Trigger type is CREATE, EXPAND or SHRINK.
• This value corresponds to the type of file activity.

JIL attribute: watch_file_change_value

Watch File Groupname

(Optional) Specifies the name of the group that owns the file to be monitored.

Limits: Up to 80 characters

JIL attribute: watch_file_groupname

Watch File Owner

(Optional) Specifies the user ID that owns the file to be monitored.

Limits: Up to 80 characters

JIL attribute: watch_file_owner

Watch File Recursive

(Optional) Indicates whether a File Trigger job monitors for file activity in the specified directory only or in the specified
directory and all of its subdirectories.

Default: not selected (the job monitors for file activity in the specified directory only)

JIL attribute: watch_file_recursive

Watch File Type

(Defaulted) Specifies the type of file activity that a File Trigger job monitors for, as follows:

• Create
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file is located and remains unchanged for the amount of time specified
in the watch_no_change attribute. When the watch_no_change attribute is not specified, the trigger occurs as soon as
the file is located. A file that exists when the job starts is located during the first scan, which occurs 30 seconds after
the job starts. Subsequent scans occur every 30 seconds, so a file that does not exist when the job starts is located a
maximum of 30 seconds after it is created.

• Delete
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file is deleted.

• Exist
Completes the job if the file exists when the file trigger is set.

• Expand
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Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file meets the specified size requirements and then remains unchanged
for the amount of time specified in the watch_no_change attribute. When the watch_no_change attribute is not
specified, the trigger occurs as soon as the size requirements are met. When the file meets the size requirements
before the job starts, the job detects this during the first scan. In this case, the trigger occurs 30 seconds after the job
starts unless the watch_no_change attribute is specified. The size requirement is met when the file is equal to or larger
than the specified size or expands by at least the specified amount, depending on the type of size change that you
specify in the job definition.

• Generate
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file is created and stops changing.

• Notexist
Completes the job if the file does not exist when the file trigger is set.

• Shrink
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file meets the specified size requirements and then remains unchanged
for the amount of time specified in the watch_no_change attribute. When the watch_no_change attribute is not
specified, the trigger occurs as soon as the size requirements are met. When the file meets the size requirements
before the job starts, the job detects this during the first scan. In this case, the trigger occurs 30 seconds after the job
starts unless the watch_no_change attribute is specified. The size requirements are met when the file is equal to or
smaller than the specified size or shrinks by at least the specified amount.

• Update
Indicates that the file trigger occurs when the file is updated and then remains unchanged for the amount of time
specified in the watch_no_change attribute. When the watch_no_change attribute is not specified, the trigger occurs as
soon as the file is updated.

Default: CREATE

JIL attribute: watch_file_type

Watch File Win User

(Optional) Specifies the user ID that is used for monitoring UNC files (Windows only).

Limits: Up to 80 characters

JIL attribute: watch_file_win_user

Watch No Change

(Defaulted) Specifies the interval (in minutes) the File Trigger job should check for the existence and size of the watched
file.

Default: 1

NOTE
This field is required when the Trigger type is CREATE, EXPAND, SHRINK, or UPDATE.

JIL attribute: watch_no_change

Continuous

(Defaulted) Indicates whether the job should wait for the condition to be satisfied before it ends.

Default: not selected (the job does not wait)

NOTE

To end continuous monitoring, you must complete the job manually.

JIL attribute: continuous
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Define a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Job
You can define an FTP job to automate FTP transfers. The output is directed to the spool file through an FTP server.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a File Transfer Protocol Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.

3. (Optional) Specify the following property in the Primary category:
– Owner

Specifies the user ID with the authority to download the file from the remote FTP server or upload the file to the
remote FTP server.

NOTE
The job runs under the owner of the job by default. The Owner property overrides the default value.

4. Select the FTP category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required FTP properties in the
Parameter Values pane:
– Ftp Local file name
– Ftp Remote file name
– Ftp Server Name

5. (Optional) Specify optional FTP properties.
6. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE

To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
7. Save the job.

The FTP job is defined.

File Transfer Protocol Properties

The File Transfer Protocol category includes the following properties:
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Ftp Local file name

Specifies the destination of the file (if downloading) or the source location of the file (if uploading).

Limits: The total of all files specified cannot exceed 128 characters; case-sensitive

UNIX/Windows:

• If you are downloading a file, specify the full path and file name.
• If you are uploading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.

i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

NOTE
To specify multiple names, separate each value by a semi-colon (;).

JIL attribute: ftp_local_name

Ftp Remote file name

Specifies the source location of the file (if downloading) or the destination of the file (if uploading).

Limits: The total of all files specified, with separators, cannot exceed 128 characters; case-sensitive

UNIX/Windows:

• If you are uploading a file, specify the full path and file name.
• If you are downloading files, you can use wildcards in the file name. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard for zero or more

characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character.
• You cannot use wildcards in the path.
• If you want to use a Windows file as a remote file, use a forward slash at the beginning of the path statement and

between the directories and file name. For example:
remotefilename /TEMP/textfile

i5/OS:

• To specify a file in the root file system, use UNIX path and file formats.
• To specify a *FILE object in QSYS, use the following format:

/QSYS.LIB/libraryname.LIB/objectname.FILE/membername.MBR

NOTE
To specify multiple names, separate each value by a semi-colon (;).

JIL attribute: ftp_remote_name

Ftp Server Name

Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

Example: 172.24.36.107 (IPv4) or 0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:192.168.00.00 (IPv6)

JIL attribute: ftp_server_name

Ftp Local User
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(Defaulted) Specifies the user ID to be used to determine ownership of the downloaded file. The user ID must have super-
EDIT authority if using native security or as-owner authority if using Broadcom EEM; otherwise, the value specified is
ignored.

Limits: Up to 80 characters; case-sensitive

Default: authenticated_user@host

NOTE

• – This property applies only to UNIX.
– If you do not specify a value, the authenticated user ID is used by default.

JIL attribute: ftp_local_user

Ftp Compression

(Optional) Specifies the data compression level.

Limits: 0-9 (0 is no data compression and 9 is the highest data compression)

NOTE
If the Compression operand is not specified, the data is compressed using the level set in the
ftp.data.compression parameter in the agentparam.txt file on the agent FTP client. This parameter is
automatically set to 0 by default (no data compression).

JIL attribute: ftp_compression

Ftp Command

(Optional) Defines a comma-separated list of commands that are to run prior to the file transfer.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

NOTE
You can specify any number of initialization commands for an FTP job.

JIL attribute: ftp_command

Ftp Server Port

(Optional) Specifies the port number of the remote server.

Limits: 0-65535

JIL attribute: ftp_server_port

Ftp Transfer Direction

(Defaulted) Specifies the file transfer direction between the agent computer and the remote server, as follows:

• UPLOAD -- Transfers files from the agent computer to the remote server.
• DOWNLOAD -- Transfers files from the remote server to the agent computer.

Default: DOWNLOAD

JIL attribute: ftp_transfer_direction

Ftp User Type

Specifies how the value of the owner attribute is passed to the FTP server for authentication, as follows:
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• Simple -- Transfers only the user part of the owner attribute value. For example, if you set the owner attribute to
userxyz@domain, userxyz is passed to the FTP server for authentication.

• Windows -- Transfers the value of the owner attribute in the form of domain\user. For example, if you set the owner
attribute to userxyz@domain, domain\userxyz is passed to the FTP server for authentication.

• Qualified -- Transfers the value of the owner attribute as an email address or fully-qualified domain name. For
example, if you set the owner attribute to userxyz@domain, userxyz@domain is passed to the FTP server for
authentication.

Default: Simple

JIL attribute: ftp_user_type

Ftp Transfer Type

(Defaulted) Specifies the type of data involved in an FTP transfer: ASCII, Binary, or EBCDIC (i5/OS remote host only).

Default: Binary

JIL attribute: ftp_transfer_type

Ftp Use SSL

(Defaulted) Indicates whether the FTP data transfer uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) FTP or regular FTP.

Default: not selected (uses regular FTP)

JIL attribute: ftp_use_ssl

Define a File Watcher (FW) Job
You can define a File Watcher job to start a process that monitors for the existence and size of a specific operating system
file. When that file reaches the specified minimum size and is no longer growing in size, the File Watcher job completes
successfully, indicating that the file has arrived.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a File Watcher Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE

The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.
3. Select the FW category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required File Watcher property in the

Parameter Values pane:
– Watch File

4. (Optional) Specify optional File Watcher job properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.
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NOTE

To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The File Watcher job is defined.

File Watcher Properties

The File Watcher category includes the following properties:

Watch File

Specifies the path to and name of one or more files to monitor. To specify multiple files, use the asterisk (*) and question
mark (?) wildcard characters. Use * for any number of characters and ? for any single character. Do not use the * and ? in
the path.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

UNIX Notes:

• You can specify variables exported from the profile script or global variables in the name.
• Wildcard characters are expanded according to the wildcard expansion rules of the Bourne Shell.
• You can specify system environment variables, job profile environment variables, or global variables in the

name. If the variable is referenced in the job profile, we recommend that you enclose the variable in braces
(for example, ${PATH}). Use the $$global_name, $$(global_name), or $${global_name} format to reference
global variables.

NOTE

Windows Notes:

• You can specify system environment variables, job profile environment variables, or global variables in
the name. If the variable is referenced in the job profile, we recommend that you enclose the variable in
braces (for example, %{PATH}%). Use the $$global_name, $$(global_name), or $${global_name} format to
reference global variables.

• When specifying drive letters in job definitions, you must escape the colon with quotation marks or
backslashes. For example, C\:\tmp or "C:\tmp" is valid; C:\tmp is not.

Example: /tmp/a*.data

JIL attribute: watch_file

Watch File Min Size

(Defaulted) Specifies the minimum file size (in bytes) that must be reached to cause this job to complete.

Default: 0- 9223372036854775807

JIL attribute: watch_file_min_size

Watch Interval
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(Defaulted) Specifies the frequency (in seconds) the File Watcher job checks for the existence and size of the watched
file.

Limits: 0-2147483647

Default: 60

NOTE

• – The job is considered complete when the watched file reaches the minimum size and remains in a
steady state (has not grown or shrunk ) during the specified interval. We recommend that you specify a
reasonable interval to help ensure that the file does not appear to be in a steady state when it is still being
modified over a longer period of time.

– If you are monitoring for the existence of a file (not the size) and the file already exists when the job runs,
the job completes immediately. The value in the Watch interval field is ignored.

– On Workload Automation Agent, if you do not specify this attribute, the job checks the file every 30
seconds (or the time specified in the agent's filemonplugin.sleepperiod parameter). Additionally, if the file
was created or updated between polls, the job checks whether the file remained in a steady state (did not
grow) for 60 seconds (the default watch_interval value).

JIL attribute: watch_interval

Profile

(Optional) Specifies a job profile that defines environment variables to set before executing the specified command. Enter
the name of a profile located on the job’s client or a path name using the following format that includes the machine on
which the profile resides:

\\machine_name\profile_name

Limits: Up to 128 characters

Default: If you omit this field, the scheduling manager uses the "default" profile on Windows and the /etc/auto.profile on
UNIX.

NOTE

This attribute is only available for Command, User Defined, and File Watcher job types.

JIL attribute: profile

Define an i5/OS Job
You can define an i5/OS job to schedule workload to run on an i5/OS system. The job can run a program or an i5/OS
comma

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an i5/OS Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
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Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.
3. Select the i5 category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required i5/OS property in the Parameter

Values pane:
– I5 Name

4. (Optional) Specify optional i5/OS properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types. 

NOTE

To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The i5/OS job is defined.

i5/OS Properties

The i5/OS category includes the following properties:

I5 Name

Specifies the program, the source file for the program, or the command that you want to run.

Limits: Up to 120 characters for the COMMAND action and up to 60 characters for the other i5 actions; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: i5_name

I5 Job Name

(Optional) Specifies the name of the i5/OS job.

Limits: Up to 10 characters; the first character must be one of the following: A-Z, $, #, or @; the second to tenth
characters can be A-Z, 0-9, $, #, _, ., or @

JIL attribute: i5_job_name

I5 Action

(Defaulted) Specifies whether to run a program or issue a command on an i5/OS system, as follows:

• RUN_PROGRAM -- Runs a program on an i5/OS system.
• RUN_PROG_IN_FILE -- Runs a program from a database file member on an i5/OS system. This is similar to running a

shell script on a UNIX system or a batch file on a Windows system.
• COMMAND -- Issues a command on an i5/OS system when the i5/OS job runs.

Default: COMMAND

NOTE
When the RUN_PROG_IN_FILE option is selected, the Positional parameters field is disabled.

JIL attribute: i5_action

i5 Cc Exit
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(Defaulted) Specifies the type of exit code returned by an i5/OS job, as follows:

• *SEVERITY -- Sends the job's ending severity code.
• *USER -- Sends the return code of an ILE program or module. For example, if your job runs an ILE C or ILE RPG

program that contains an exit or return statement, that return code is sent as the exit code.
• *PROGRAM -- Sends the return code of an OPM program. For example, if your job runs an OPM RPG or OPM

COBOL program that contains an exit or return statement, that return code is sent as the exit code.

Default: *SEVERITY

JIL attribute: i5_cc_exit

I5 Curr Lib

(Optional) Specifies the current library for the job.

Limits: Up to 46 characters; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

JIL attribute: i5_curr_lib

I5 Job Desc

(Optional) Specifies the job description for the submitted program using one of the following formats:

description

library/description

/QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/description.JOBD

• description
Specifies the name of the job description for the program submitted. The value must be a valid i5/OS job description
name.

• library
Specifies the name of the library that contains the job description. The value must be a valid i5/OS library name.

Limits: Up to 46 characters; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

JIL attribute: i5_job_desc

I5 Job Queue

(Optional) Specifies the i5/OS job queue for the submitted program using one of the following formats:

jobqueue

library/jobqueue

/QSYS.LIB/library.LIB/jobqueue.JOBQ

• jobqueue
Specifies the name of the job queue for the submitted program. The value must be a valid i5/OS job queue name.

• library
Specifies the name of the library that contains the job description. The value must be a valid i5/OS library name.

Limits: Up to 46 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: i5_job_queue

I5 Lda

(Optional) Specifies data for the local data area in an i5/OS job using the following format:

"data" | X'hh...'

• "data"
Specifies the data in character format.
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Example: "My data"
• X'hh...'

Specifies the data in hexadecimal format, with each pair of hexadecimal digits representing one byte of data.
Example: X’C1C2C340C1C2C3’

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: i5_lda

I5 Lib

(Optional) Specifies the name of the library that contains the program, the source file for the program, or the command
that you want to run. The value must be a valid i5/OS library name.

Limits: Up to 46 characters; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

NOTE
Instead of using the Library field, you can specify the library name in the i5/OS (CMD/Program) name field, or
you can specify the library name using the Current library or Library list fields.

JIL attribute: i5_lib

I5 Library list

(Optional) Specifies the name of a library that you want to add to the library list.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

JIL attribute: i5_library_list

I5 Others

(Optional) Specifies any valid SBMJOB command keyword and value combination. The value corresponds to the
SBMJOB command keyword (the value that would appear in brackets after the keyword in the SBMJOB command).

Limits: Up to 128 characters; enclose values that contain spaces in apostrophes

NOTE
You can specify multiple keyword=value combinations

JIL attribute: i5_others

I5 Params

(Optional) Defines the parameter values that you want to pass to the program at the time the program is invoked.

Limits: Up to 128 characters for each parameter; up to 64 parameters

NOTE
Enclose parameters containing a space in apostrophes; otherwise, enclose parameters in quotation marks.

JIL attribute: i5_params

i5 Process Priority

(Defaulted) Specifies the order in which processes are scheduled on the System i5 processor, as follows:

• High -- Indicates processes that must be executed immediately. These processes can use nearly all available CPU
time.

• Above normal -- Indicates processes that have priority above the Normal level, but below the High level.
• Normal -- Indicates processes without special scheduling needs.
• Below normal -- Indicates processes that have priority above the Idle level, but below the Normal level.
• Idle -- Indicates processes that will run only when the system is idle.

Depending on the priority level, process priority can speed up or slow down a process.
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Default: Normal

JIL attribute: i5_process_priority

Define a Micro Focus Job
You can define a Micro Focus job to run your mainframe JCL and COBOL programs in a Windows environment.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for Windows and a WA Agent for Micro Focus.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Micros Focus Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.

3. Select the Micro Focus category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required MICROFOCUS
properties in the Parameter Values pane:
– Mf Server
– Mf Jcl Name

4. (Optional) Specify optional MICROFOCUS properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE
To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The Micro Focus job is defined.

Micro Focus Properties

The Micro Focus category includes the following properties:

Mf Server

Specifies the server name or the IP address and port of the Micro Focus Enterprise Server. The format of the IP address
is as follows: tcp:ip_address:port

Limits: Up to 128 characters for the server name
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JIL attribute: mf_server

Mf Jcl Name

Specifies the path to and name of a JCL file to run. Depending on the value specified in the JCL type field, the contents or
the name of the JCL file is passed to the Micro Focus Enterprise Server.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

JIL attribute: mf_jcl_name

Mf Server Address Type

(Defaulted) Specifies whether the Server field value is the server name or the IP address and port of the Micro Focus
Enterprise Server.

Default: NAME (The job assumes that the name of the Micro Focus Enterprise Server is specified.)

JIL attribute: mf_server_address_type

Mf User

(Optional) Specifies the Micro focus user ID that the job runs under. The user_id must be defined on the Mircro Focus
Enterprise server where identifier specifies the name of the server. The format is as follows: user_id@identifier

Limits: Up to 80 characters

JIL attribute: mf_user

Mf Jcl Type

(Defaulted) Specifies whether to pass the JCL by content or by reference to the Micro Focus Enterprise Server. Selecting
CONTENT passes the contents of the JCL file to the Micro Focus Enterprise Server. The submitted JCL is read from
the file specified in the JCL name field, and the contents of the JCL file are physically sent to the server. Selecting
REFERENCE passes the name of the JCL file to the Micro Focus Enterprise Server as specified in the JCL name field.
The server then reads and submits the named file.

Default: CONTENT

NOTE
To edit the JCL before submitting the job, or to restart the job from a particular step, you must select CONTENT.

JIL attribute: mf_jcl_type

Mf Version

(Defaulted) Specifies the environment on the mainframe that manages the job you want to run.

Default: JES2 (The job assumes that the environment is JES2.)

JIL attribute: mf_version

Os User

(Optional) Specifies the Operating System user ID that the job runs under. The os_userid must meet the operating system
requirements and should be defined on the Micro Focus Enterprise server where identifier specifies the name of the
server. The format is as follows: os_userid@identifier

Limits: Up to 80 characters

NOTE
If the agent runs as a service under the system account, the Micro Focus job is executed under the system
account. If the Micro Focus Enterprise Server runs under a particular user ID, and you have specified a Micro
Focus Enterprise Server name for the job, you must specify the same operating system user ID for the job to
find the server.
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JIL attribute: os_user

Environment Variables

(Optional) Specifies environment variables to define the local environment where the script, command, or batch file runs.
You can modify existing environment variables.

This field uses the following format:

parm_name=parm_value[, parm_name=parm_value...]

• parm_name
Specifies the name of an existing environment variable.

NOTE
Enclose names that contain spaces in apostrophes.

Example: 'exceptions 1'
• parm_value

Specifies the value of the environment variable.

NOTE
Enclose values that contain spaces in quotation marks.

Example: "cmd1 cmd2 cmd3"

JIL attribute: envvars

Define a POJO Job
You can define a POJO job to create a no-argument Java object instance, invoke a method on the object instance, and
store the method's output.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and either a WA Agent for
Application Services or WA Agent for Web Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a POJO Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.

3. Select the POJO category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required POJO properties in the
Parameter Values pane:
– Class Name
– Method name

4. (Optional) Specify optional POJO properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.
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NOTE
To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The POJO job is defined.

POJO Properties

The POJO category includes the following properties:

Class Name

Specifies the name of the Java class to use.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: class_name

Method name

Specifies the Java method to call.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: method_name

J2EE parameters

(Optional) Specifies the parameters for the Method that is being invoked.

Limits: Up to 128 characters for one J2EE parameter; up to 64 type=value pairs

NOTE
Specify the parameters in the same order as they appear in the method. The job will fail if the parameters are
listed in the wrong order.

JIL attribute: j2ee_parameter

Destination File

(Optional) Specifies the output destination file.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: destination_file

Define a Remote Execution Job
You can define a Remote Execution (PROXY) job to run commands to a remote UNIX, HP Integrity NonStop, or
OpenVMS computer through Telnet or Secure Shell (SSH2).
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NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and a WA Agent for Remote
Execution. The WA Agent for Remote Execution supports only remote target environments of UNIX, HP Integrity
NonStop, and OpenVMS.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Remote Execution Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

3. Select the PROXY category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required Remote Execution
properties in the Parameter Values pane:
– Remote Command
– Remote Target

4. (Optional) Specify optional Remote Execution properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE
To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The Remote Execution job is defined.

Remote Execution Properties

The Remote Execution category includes the following properties:

Remote Command

Specifies a command or script to run on a remote computer.
Limits: Multiple lines allowed, up to 128 characters per line; case-sensitive

NOTE

If the command operand contains delimiters, the command operand must be enclosed in single quotes to denote
the start and end of the operand. If the command operand contains a single quote, double up that single quote
so it does not denote the end of the operand. Do not use double quotes; it must be two single quotes.

JIL attribute: remote_command

Remote Target
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Specifies the name of the custom properties (remote_target.properties) file that is created on the agent for the remote
system. The file contains the default user credentials that are used to monitor all jobs run on the target machine by the
agent. The name should not include the .properties extension.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; valid characters are letters, numbers, and underscore (_); the first character
must be a letter
JIL attribute: remote_target

Spool File

(Defaulted) Specifies the path to the spool file when you do not want to use the default location. If a spool file is specified,
it overwrites a previous spool file with the same name unless you specify to append by beginning the name with >>.
Default: The spoolHome property in the custom properties file for the remote system
Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, and delimiters

NOTE

The operating system or file system may impose additional requirements on the value, such as using valid path
and file name notation.

JIL attribute: spool_file

Submit Modifier

(Optional) Specifies the commands you want to run or the options to set prior to executing a job on a remote system.
Running these setup commands provides additional flexibility to pass additional information to commands executed on the
target system.
Limits: Up to 128 characters per line; case-sensitive; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, and delimiters
Example: submit_modifier: Option1="HIGHPIN ON,INSPECT ON",option2="2",option3="ABENDONABEND"

NOTE

The syntax and option requirements of the target system job apply.

JIL attribute: submit_modifier

Environment Variables

(Optional) Specifies environment variables to define the local environment where the script, command, or batch file runs.
You can modify existing environment variables.
This field uses the following format:

parm_name=parm_value[, parm_name=parm_value...]

parm_name
Specifies the name of an existing environment variable.

NOTE

Enclose names that contain spaces in apostrophes.

Example: 'exceptions 1'

parm_value
Specifies the value of the environment variable.

NOTE

Enclose values that contain spaces in quotation marks.

Example: "cmd1 cmd2 cmd3"
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JIL attribute: envvars

Define a PeopleSoft Job
You can define a PeopleSoft job to schedule workload to run in PeopleSoft. The job runs a PeopleSoft process request or
a collection of process requests.

NOTE

To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and a WA Agent for
PeopleSoft.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a PeopleSoft Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

3. Select the PS category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required PeopleSoft properties in the
Parameter Values pane:
– Ps Process Name
– Ps Process Type

4. (Optional) Specify optional PeopleSoft properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE
To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The PeopleSoft job is defined.

PeopleSoft Properties

The PeopleSoft category includes the following properties:

• Ps Process Name
Specifies the name of the PeopleSoft report to run. This value corresponds to the Process Name field in PeopleSoft.
PeopleSoft stores the list of process names in the PS_PRCSDEFN table.
Limits: Up to 12 characters
JIL attribute: ps_process_name

• Ps Process Type
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Specifies the PeopleSoft process type corresponding to the process that the job runs. PeopleSoft stores the list of
process types in the PS_PRCSTYPEDEFN table. This value corresponds to the Process Type field in PeopleSoft.
The following types are available:
– Application Engine
– COBOL SQL
– Crw Online
– Crystal
– Crystal Check
– Cube Builder
– Database Agent
– Demand Planning Upload
– Essbase
– HyperCube Builder
– Message Agent API
– nVision
– nVision-Report
– nVison-ReportBook
– Optimization Engine
– PSJob
– SQR PO-Special Process
– SQR Process
– SQR Report
– SQR Report For WF Delivery
– Winword
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive
JIL attribute: ps_process_type

• Ps Restarts
(Defaulted) Indicates whether to disable a restart feature for previously-failed jobs. When selected, previously-failed
jobs restart from the beginning. When not selected, a failed job that is resubmitted restarts from where it stopped.
Default: not selected

NOTE

This option is used primarily in Application Engine programs.

JIL attribute: ps_restarts
• Ps Args

(Optional) Specifies additional arguments to append to the parameter list in the PeopleSoft database in the
PSPRCSPARMS.PARMLIST field.
Limits: Up to 128 characters
JIL attribute: ps_args

• Ps Dest Format
(Optional) Specifies the type of format for the report output, as follows:
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– ANY—Any
– NONE—(None)
– PDF—Acrobat (*.pdf)
– CSV—Comma-delimited (*.csv)
– HP—HP Format (*.lis)
– HTM—HTML Documents (*.htm)
– LP—Line printer format (*.lis)
– WKS—Lotus 1-2-3 files
– XLS—Microsoft Excel Files (*.xls)
– DOC—Microsoft Word (*.doc)
– PS—Postscript (*.lis)
– RPT—Crystal Report (*.rpt)
– RTF—Rich Text File (*.rtf)
– SPF—SQR Portable Format (*.spf)
– TXT—Text Files (*.txt)
– OTHER—Other
– Default—Default
– XML—XML Format (*.xml)
– DAT—Data Mover Data File (*.dat)
JIL attribute: ps_dest_format

• Ps Dest Type
(Optional) Specifies the output destination type for a PeopleSoft report, as follows:
– NONE—Specifies no output destination type.
– FILE—Sends the output of the PeopleSoft report to a file.
– PRINTER—Sends the output of the PeopleSoft report to a printer.
– EMAIL—Sends the output of the PeopleSoft report as an email message.
– WEB—Posts the output of the PeopleSoft report on a website.
JIL attribute: ps_dest_type

• Ps Detail Folder
(Optional) Specifies the name of a distribution detail folder. This value corresponds to the Folder Name field in
PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 18 characters

NOTE

This property applies only if you specify Email or Web in the Ps Dest Type field.

JIL attribute: ps_detail_folder
• Ps Dlist Roles

(Optional) Specifies a role or a list of roles to send the report to. This value corresponds to the ID Type field (with Role
selected) and the Distribution ID field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; separate multiple roles with a comma
Example: Role1, Role2

NOTE

This property applies only if you specify EMAIL or WEB in the Ps Dest Type field.

JIL attribute: ps_dlist_roles
• Ps Dlist Users

(Optional) Specifies a distribution list of operator IDs to send a PeopleSoft report to. This value corresponds to the ID
Type field (with User selected) and the Distribution ID field in PeopleSoft.
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Limits: Up to 128 characters; separate multiple users with a comma
Example: User1, User2

NOTE

This property applies only if you specify EMAIL or WEB in the Ps Dest Type field.

JIL attribute: ps_dlist_users
• Ps Email Address

Specifies the email addresses of the recipients on a distribution list. The PeopleSoft report is emailed to the recipients.
You can specify multiple email addresses.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; separate each address with a semi-colon

NOTE

This property applies only if you specify EMAIL or WEB in the Ps Dest Type field.

JIL attribute: ps_email_address
• Ps Email Address Expanded

(Optional) Specifies additional email addresses of the recipients on a distribution list. The PeopleSoft report is emailed
to the recipients. You can specify multiple email addresses.
Limits: Up to 128 characters; separate each address with a semi-colon

NOTE

This property applies only if you specify EMAIL or WEB in the Ps Dest Type field.

JIL attribute: ps_email_address_expanded
• Ps Email Log

(Defaulted) Indicates whether to email job logs along with the PeopleSoft report to recipients on a distribution list.
When selected, the agent emails the job logs.
Default: not selected (the job does not email job logs)
JIL attribute: ps_email_log

• Ps Email Subject
(Optional) Defines an email subject to include in the email to distribute to recipients of a PeopleSoft report. This value
corresponds to the Email Subject field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 128 characters

NOTE

This property applies only if you specify EMAIL or WEB in the Ps Dest Type field.

JIL attribute: ps_email_subject
• Ps Email Text

(Optional) Defines the body text of the email. This value corresponds to the Message Text field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 128 characters

NOTE

This property applies only if you specify Email or Web in the Ps Dest Type field.

JIL attribute: ps_email_text
• Ps Email Web Report

(Defaulted) Indicates whether to email a web report to recipients on a distribution list. When selected, the agent emails
the web report.
Default: not selected (the web report is not emailed)
JIL attribute: ps_email_web_report

• Ps Operator Id
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(Optional) Specifies the operator ID under whose authority the PeopleSoft reports run, formatted as follows:
PeopleSoft_operator_ID@tag
Limits:
– For Workload Automation AE r11.3, up to 30 characters total; the PeopleSoft_operator_ID is limited to five

characters
– For Workload Automation AE Release 11.3.5 and later, up to 111 characters total; the PeopleSoft_operator_ID is

limited to 30 characters
Example: ptdmo@peoplesoft
JIL attribute: ps_operator_id

• Ps Output Dest
(Optional) Specifies the output destination for the PeopleSoft request. The destination can be a file directory or a
printer using the following format:

file_path | printer_path

– file_path
Specifies the path to the output directory and the output file name.
Limits: Up to 127 characters; case-sensitive
Default: The PeopleSoft log/output directory

NOTE

Specify this path when the Output destination type is FILE.
– printer_path

Specifies the network location of the printer, including the printer server and shared printer name.
Limits: Up to 127 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE

• Specify this path when the Output destination type is PRINTER.
• The specified printer must be set up on the PeopleSoft system.
• Your agent administrator can specify a default printer by setting the ps.default.printer parameter in the

agent's agentparm.txt file; however, a value specified here overrides the default printer specified in the
agent's agentparm.txt.

JIL attribute: ps_output_dest
• Ps Run Cntrl Args

(Optional) Specifies the run control arguments for a run control table on the PeopleSoft system. You can specify
multiple arguments.
Limits: Up to 128 characters for each argument; separate each argument with a comma

NOTE

• You must also specify the run control table using the Run control table name property.
• The arguments must match the structure in the run control table.

JIL attribute: ps_run_cntrl_args
• Ps Run Cntrl Id

(Optional) Specifies the value assigned to the run control identifier. This value corresponds to the Run Control ID field
in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive
Example: FLOOR8_COLOR
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NOTE

• In PeopleSoft, some processes spawn children using the CreateProcessRequest PeopleCode function.
PeopleSoft may identify the parent process as successfully completed even if one or more of its children
fail. If you want the agent to check the status of children when determining the completion status of the
parent, add ".*" to the end of the Run Control ID, for example, PS_ALL.*.

• Your agent administrator can also set a default value for this property using the ps.default.runCntlId
parameter in the agentparm.txt file.

JIL attribute: ps_run_cntrl_id
• Ps Run Control Table

(Optional) Specifies the name of the table that contains the run parameters for a given PeopleSoft process.
Limits: Up to 50 characters

NOTE

You must specify run control arguments using the Run control arguments field.

JIL attribute: ps_run_control_table
• Ps Server Name

(Optional) Specifies the name of the target server that runs the PeopleSoft job. PeopleSoft stores the list of server
names in the PS_SERVERDEFN table. This value corresponds to the Server Name field in PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to eight characters, cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)
Example: PSNT

NOTE

If the PeopleSoft Server is not specified as a default on the agent or in the job definition, the PeopleSoft
Process Scheduler determines the PeopleSoft Server that will run the job.

JIL attribute: ps_server_name
• Ps Skip Parm Updates

(Optional) Indicates whether you want the agent to update job parameters with data in the PS_PRCSDEFN table.
When selected, the agent does not update job parameters. When the updates are skipped, you can use the Run
control arguments field to pass additional argument values.
JIL attribute: ps_skip_parm_updates

• Ps Time Zone
(Optional) Specifies a different time zone for the report being run. This value corresponds to the Time Zone field in
PeopleSoft.
Limits: Up to nine characters

NOTE

You can view the time zone settings in PeopleSoft.

JIL attribute: ps_time_zone
• Environment Variables

(Optional) Specifies environment variables to define the local environment where the script, command, or batch file
runs. You can modify existing environment variables.
This field uses the following format:

parm_name=parm_value[, parm_name=parm_value...]

– parm_name
Specifies the name of an existing environment variable.
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NOTE

Enclose names that contain spaces in apostrophes.

Example: 'exceptions 1'
– parm_value

Specifies the value of the environment variable.

NOTE

Enclose values that contain spaces in quotation marks.

Example: "cmd1 cmd2 cmd3"
JIL attribute: envvars

Define a Secure Copy Protocol (SCP) Job
You can define a Secure Copy job to transfer binary files using the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP) or the Secure File
Transfer Protocol (SFTP).

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, Windows, or i5/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Secure Copy Protocol Job.
2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter

Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.

3. Select the SCP category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required Secure Copy Protocol
properties in the Parameter Values pane:
– Scp Local Name
– Scp Remote Dir
– Scp Remote Name
– Scp Server Name

4. (Optional) Specify optional Secure Copy Protocol properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE
To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
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click
.

6. Save the job.
The Secure Copy job is defined.

Secure Copy Protocol Properties

The Secure Copy Protocol category includes the following properties:

Scp Local Name

Specifies the file's destination (if downloading) or the file's source location (if uploading). The path should be included. The
local file or files are located on the computer where the agent is installed.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
You can use wildcards in the file name only if the Use SFTP property is selected. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard
for zero or more characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character. You cannot rename
files if wildcards are used. You must specify the full path and file name. You cannot use wildcards in the path.

JIL attribute: scp_local_name

Scp Remote Dir

Specifies the file's remote source directory (if downloading) or the file's remote destination directory (if uploading). The
remote directory is not located on the computer where the agent is installed.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
You cannot use wildcards in the path.

JIL attribute: scp_remote_dir

Scp Remote Name

Specifies the file's source location (if downloading) or the file's destination (if uploading). The remote file or files are not
located on the computer where the agent is installed.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
You can use wildcards in the file name only if the Use SCPv2 property is selected. The asterisk (*) is a wildcard
for zero or more characters and the question mark (?) is a wildcard for a single character. You cannot rename
files if wildcards are used.

JIL attribute: scp_remote_name

Scp Server Name

Specifies the DNS name or IP address of a remote server.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: scp_server_name

Scp Local User

(Optional) Specifies a user ID on the computer where the agent is installed.

Limits: Up to 80 characters; case-sensitive

Default: the user ID that defined the Secure Copy job
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JIL attribute: scp_local_user

Scp Protocol

(Defaulted) Specifies whether the SCP data transfer uses Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) or regular Secure Copy
(SCP).

Default: SFTP

JIL attribute: scp_protocol

Scp Server Port

(Defaulted) Specifies the port number of the remote server.

Limits: 0-65535

Default: 22

JIL attribute: scp_server_port

Scp Target Os

(Defaulted) Specifies the remote OS type, which is used to determine the path separator on the remote system. The
following remote OS types are supported:

• UNIX
• Windows
• OpenVMS
• Tandem
• I5/OS
• z/OS

Default: UNIX

JIL attribute: scp_target_os

Scp Transfer Direction

(Defaulted) Specifies the file transfer direction between the agent computer and the remote server, as follows:

• UPLOAD -- Transfers files from the agent computer to the remote server.
• DOWNLOAD -- Transfers files from the remote server to the agent computer.

Default: DOWNLOAD

JIL attribute: scp_transfer_direction

Define an SQL Job
You can define an SQL job to run an SQL query against an Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, or IBM DB2 database. When
the job runs, the SQL statement is invoked and the results are stored in an output file or job spool file. You can also add
criteria to the job definition to test the query result. If the result matches the criteria, the job completes. Otherwise, the job
fails.

NOTE
To run these jobs, your system requires a WA Agent for UNIX, Linux, or Windows and a WA Agent for
Databases.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an SQL Job.
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2. Select the Primary category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required properties in the Parameter
Values pane:
– Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.
Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound
(#); do not include embedded spaces or tabs.

– Machine
Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
The machine must be already defined to Workload Automation AE for the job to be created.

3. Select the SQL category in the Job Parameters section and enter the following required SQL property in the
Parameter Values pane:
– Sql Command

4. (Optional) Specify optional SQL properties.
5. (Optional) Select each of the categories in the Job Parameters section and specify common properties that apply to all

job types.

NOTE
To add a job item attribute, click the attribute button and specify a value. To append a job item attribute, click

and specify a value. To insert a job item attribute before the currently selected row, click

and specify a value. To duplicate a job item attribute, click

and edit the value as appropriate. To delete a job item attribute, select the job item attribute to delete and
click

.
6. Save the job.

The SQL job is defined.

SQL Properties

The SQL category includes the following properties:

Sql Command

Specifies an SQL command to run against database tables.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

NOTE
The value can contain any SQL command including SELECT, DELETE, UPDATE, or INSERT.

JIL attribute: sql_command

Destination File

(Optional) Specifies the output destination file that stores the SQL query results.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: destination_file

Success Criteria

(Optional) Defines a regular expression that is used to evaluate a return string. If the return string matches the regular
expression, the job completes successfully. Otherwise, the job fails.
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Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

NOTE
Each return string includes the field name from the SELECT statement and its value, separated by an equal
sign (=). For example, consider the query SELECT ORD_NUM FROM SALES. To match order number A2976,
specify the regular expression ORD_NUM=A2976. Specifying the regular expression A2976 does not match any
return string causing the job to fail.

JIL attribute: success_criteria

Connect String

(Optional) Specifies a JDBC database resource location (URL) for a job. Use the appropriate format for your database
type, as follows:

• – For an Oracle database:

"jdbc:oracle:thin:@host:port:database_name"

• – For a Microsoft SQL Server database:

"jdbc:sqlserver://host:port;DatabaseName=database_name"

• – For an IBM DB2 database:

"jdbc:db2://host:port/database_name"

• – For a Sybase database:

"jdbc:sybase:Tds:host:port/dbname

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive

JIL attribute: connect_string

User Role

(Optional) Specifies the role of the Oracle user to log in as. The user role must be defined in the Oracle database. The
user role uses the following syntax:

as userrole

Limits: Up to 30 characters; case-sensitive

Example: as sysdba

JIL attribute: user_role
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Common Job Properties

Primary Properties

The Primary category includes the following properties:

Name

Defines the name of the job that you want to schedule.

Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), hyphen (-), and pound (#); do
not include embedded spaces or tabs

JIL attribute: insert_job

Job Type

Specifies the type of job you want to add. This field is read-only.

Description

(Optional) Defines an optional free-form text description of the job.

Limits: Up to 128 alphanumeric characters (including spaces)

JIL attribute: description

Condition

(Optional) Defines any combination of dependencies based on job status, job exit codes, or global variables.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

NOTE

• – The Condition field is editable only when updating an existing Workload Automation AE job. The field is
disabled when adding an existing job to a process chain and not displayed when creating a new Workload
Automation AE job.

– To configure complex conditions, combine a series of conditions with the AND or the OR logical operators.
You can use the pipe symbol (|) instead of the word OR, and the ampersand symbol (&) instead of the
word AND.

– Spaces between conditions and delimiters are optional.
– You can specify even more complex conditions by grouping the expressions in parentheses. The

parentheses force precedence, and the equation is evaluated from left to right. For example, the following
condition statement lets the dependent job start when either JobA and JobB return SUCCESS or JobD
and JobE return SUCCESS, FAILURE, or TERMINATED: (success(JobA) AND success(JobB)) OR
(done(JobD) AND done(Job E))

JIL attribute: condition

Machine

Specifies the name of the machine on which the job runs.

NOTE
To get a list of machines that are defined in Workload Automation AE, click

.
To further search for a machine from the list of machines displayed, click the down arrow (displayed above the
table) and enter a regular expression (asterisk, question mark, or period) in the Search field.

JIL attribute: machine
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Resources

(Optional) Specifies virtual and real resource dependencies.

NOTE

• – To specify a virtual resource dependency, the virtual resource must already be defined on the database.
Otherwise, you receive an error.

• – You cannot define a resource dependency on a Box job.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

JIL attribute: resources

Owner

(Defaulted) Defines the owner of the job. By default, all jobs are created with the owner authenticated_user@host. If
your job requires a different user ID to run successfully, you must override the default owner value. For example, the
default owner ID and associated password typically do not correlate to an operating system user ID for jobs that are run
by subsystems (environments other than a command line interfaces), such as ERP or database subsystems. For these
jobs, the owner property should be overridden with an ID that correlates to the subsystem. Attempts made to execute a
job with an incorrect owner will result in job execution failures.

NOTE

• – If Workload Automation AE is running in native security mode, you can change the owner value only if you
have EDIT superuser permissions.

– If Workload Automation AE is running in external security mode using EEM, you can change the owner
value only if you have as-owner authority.

Default:  authenticated_user@host

Limits: Up to 128 characters; case-sensitive; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

JIL attribute: owner

Box

(Optional) Identifies an existing Box job in which to put the job.

Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), and hyphen (-)

NOTE
The Box property is not displayed when creating a Workload Automation AE job for a process chain. The field is
displayed in non-edit mode only when displaying or updating a job that is created using the SAP BW application.

JIL attribute: box_name

Group

(Optional) Defines the name of the group with which to associate the job. You can only associate a job with one group, but
a group may have many jobs associated with it.

Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), pound (#), and hyphen (-); do
not include embedded spaces or tabs

JIL attribute: group

Application

(Optional) Defines the name of the application with which to associate the job. You can only associate a job with one
application, but an application may have many jobs associated with it.
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Limits: Up to 64 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, period (.), underscore (_), pound (#), and hyphen (-); do
not include embedded spaces or tabs

JIL attribute: application

Agent job class

(Optional) Specifies the job class that this job runs under. The agent maintains a list of job classes and the number of
initiators assigned to each job class. A job class with more initiators can process a greater number of jobs more quickly.
For higher-priority jobs, assign a job class that contains more initiators.

Limits: Up to 32 characters; cannot contain delimiters (such as spaces)

JIL attribute: job_class

Termination Properties

The Termination category includes the following properties:

Terminate on failure of containing box

(Optional) Indicates whether to terminate the job if the Box job it is in fails or terminates.

JIL attribute: job_terminator

Terminate containing box on job failure

(Optional) Indicates whether to terminate the Box job containing the job if the job fails or terminates.

JIL attribute: box_terminator

Minutes to wait before terminating

(Defaulted) Specifies the maximum run time (in minutes) for the job. If the job runs longer than the specified time, it is
automatically terminated.

Default: 0

JIL attribute: term_run_time

Hours after successful completion to delete job

(Defaulted) Specifies the maximum time (in hours) after job completion that the job should exist before being automatically
deleted.

Limits: -1-17520

Default: -1 (job will never be deleted automatically)

JIL attribute: auto_delete

Max exit code for SUCCESS

(Defaulted) Defines the maximum exit code that the job can exit with and be considered a success.

Limits: 0-2,147,483,647

Default: 0

NOTE

• – This field will not display for certain job types.
• – Workload Automation AE reserves exit codes 120 and greater for internal use.

JIL attribute: max_exit_success
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Success exit codes

(Optional) Defines which exit codes indicate job success. Specify a single exit code (for example, 4), a range of exit codes
(for example, 0-9999), or a list of multiple exit codes or ranges separated by commas.

Example: 1,20-30,150

NOTE

• – This field will not display for certain job types.
• – If you specify multiple exit codes, enter the most specific codes first followed by the ranges.

JIL attribute: success_codes

Failure exit codes

(Optional) Defines which exit codes indicate job failure. Specify a single exit code (for example, 4) a range of exit codes
(for example, 0-9999), a list of multiple exit codes separated by commas, or a list of ranges separated by commas.

Limits: Up to 128 characters. The exit code must be an integer in the range 0 to 2147483647.

Default: Any exit code other than 0 (zero) indicates job failure

Examples: 1,150,20-30

NOTE
If you specify multiple exit codes, enter the most specific codes first followed by the ranges.

JIL attribute: fail_codes

Schedule Properties

The Schedule category includes the following properties:

NOTE
The date and time properties in the Schedule pane are not displayed when creating a new Workload Automation
AE job for a process chain. The date and time properties are displayed in non-edit mode only when updating a
job that is created using the SAP BI application.

Times to restart job after failure

(Defaulted) Specifies how many attempts should be made to restart the job after failure.

Limits: 0-200

Default: 0

JIL attribute: n_retrys

Auto hold job when box starts

(Optional) Indicates whether to place an automatic hold on the job when its containing Box job starts. Selecting the check
box places an automatic hold on the job. Clearing the check box removes the auto hold from the job.

NOTE
This field is not displayed when creating a Workload Automation AE job for a process chain. The field is
displayed in non-edit mode only when displaying or updating a job that is created using the SAP BI application.

JIL attribute: auto_hold

Average run time

(Optional) Specifies the average run time (in minutes) to use for a job that is newly submitted to the database.

Limits: 0-527040
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JIL attribute: avg_runtime

Priority

(Defaulted) Defines the queue priority of the job. The lower the value, the higher the priority; therefore, 1 is the highest
possible queued priority. 0 signifies to run the job immediately, regardless of the current machine load.

Limits: 0-2147483647

Default: 0

JIL attribute: priority

Job load

(Defaulted) Defines the relative load of the job and can be any user-defined value. The value should have some
relationship to the value defined by the max_load attribute.

Default: 0 (no load is assigned)

NOTE
The max_load attribute is an attribute for a machine, not a job.

JIL attribute: job_load

Use date/time conditions

(Optional) Indicates whether to use date or time conditions specified to determine when to run the job.

JIL attribute: date_conditions

Time zone

(Optional) Specifies the time zone for the job. The job's time settings are based on this time zone, regardless of the
server location. Specify a string that corresponds to an entry in the ujo_timezones table of the Workload Automation AE
database. On UNIX, you can specify any time zone recognized by the operating system.

UNIX Limits: Up to 50 characters; valid characters are a-z, A-Z, decimal digits, slash (/), hyphen (-), and underscore (_);
not case-sensitive

Windows Limits: Do not include spaces or periods; not case-sensitive

Examples: IST-5:30, MountainTime (instead of Mountain Time), SolomonIs (instead of Solomon Is)

JIL attribute: timezone

Run window

(Optional) Specifies the interval during which a job may start in the format hh:mm-hh:mm, where hh denotes hours (in 24-
hour format) and mm denotes minutes. The specified interval can overlap midnight, but it cannot encompass more than 24
hours.

Limits: Up to 20 characters

JIL attribute: run_window

Run days

(Optional) Specifies the days to run the job.

JIL attribute: days_of_week

Run calendar

(Optional) Specifies the calendar to define the schedule for running the job.

JIL attribute: run_calendar
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Exclude calendar

(Optional) Specifies whether to use the calendar selected from the associated list as an exclude calendar at run time. An
exclude calendar specifies days on which the job should not run.

JIL attribute: exclude_calendar

Times of day

(Optional) Specifies the times to start the job in hh:mm format, where hh denotes hours (in 24-hour format)
and mm denotes minutes. To specify multiple times, separate each value by a comma.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

Example: 12:00, 00:00 runs the job at noon and midnight

JIL attribute: start_times

Minutes after each hour

(Optional) Specifies the number of minutes after each hour, in mm format, at which to start the job. To specify multiple
values, separate each value by a comma.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

Example: 00, 15, 30, 45 runs the job every 15 minutes

JIL attribute: start_mins

Must start times

(Optional) Defines the amount of time that a job is allowed to wait or a specific time until which a job must wait before
starting. You can specify a relative value to the start time (Minutes after each hour) or an absolute value. If the job has not
started before the time expires, an alarm is issued. Relative times must be preceded by a plus sign (+). Absolute times
must be specified in hh:mm format, where hh denotes hours (in 24-hour format) and mm denotes minutes. To specify
multiple absolute times, separate each value by a comma.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; 71:59 maximum absolute value

Examples: +5 (relative time), 11:30, 12:30, 15:30 (absolute times)

JIL attribute: must_start_times

Must complete times

(Optional) Defines the amount of time that a job is allowed to run or a specific time by which a job must run before
completing. You can specify a relative value to the start time (Minutes after each hour) or an absolute value. If the job has
not completed before the time expires, an alarm is issued. Relative times must be preceded by a plus sign (+). Absolute
times must be specified in hh:mm format, where hh denotes hours (in 24-hour format) and mm denotes minutes. To
specify multiple absolute times, separate each value by a comma.

Limits: Up to 128 characters; 71:59 maximum absolute value

Examples: +5 (relative time), 11:30, 12:30, 15:30 (absolute times)

JIL attribute: must_complete_times

Notification Properties

The Notification category includes the following properties:

Minimum run time (minutes)

(Defaulted) Specifies the minimum run time for the job in minutes. When the job ends before the specified interval
elapses, Workload Automation AE generates an alarm.
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Limits: 0-65535

Default: 0

JIL attribute: min_run_alarm

Maximum run time (minutes)

(Defaulted) Specifies the maximum run time for the job in minutes. When the job does not finish before the specified
interval elapses, Workload Automation AE generates an alarm.

Limits: 0-65535

Default: 0

JIL attribute: max_run_alarm

Send alarm on failure

(Defaulted) Specifies whether to generate an alarm if the job fails for any reason other than the minimum or maximum run
time elapses.

Default: selected (generates alarm if job fails)

JIL attribute: alarm_if_fail

Send notification

(Defaulted) Specifies the conditions under which a notification is sent when a job completes, as follows:

• – Do not notify -- Does not send a notification.
– Notify only if job fails -- Sends a notification only if the job completes with a FAILURE status.
– Notify unconditionally -- Sends a notification when the job completes with any status.

Default: Do not notify

JIL attribute: send_notification

Notification ID

(Optional) Specifies the notification ID or email address of the user who receives the notification.

Limits: Up to128 characters

JIL attribute: notification_id

NOTE
You can specify either the ID or the Email address in your job definition. If you specify both, an error message is
displayed.

Notification email address

(Optional) Specifies the email address or addresses to which the notification is sent.

JIL attribute: notification_emailaddress

NOTE

• – This field is valid only for Workload Automation AE Release 11.3.5 and later servers.
– You can specify either the ID or the Email address in your job definition. If you specify both, an error

message is displayed.

Notification message

(Optional) Defines a message to include in the notification.
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Limits: Up to 128 characters

JIL attribute: notification_msg

Service desk request

(Optional) Indicates whether to open a service desk request when the job fails.

JIL attribute: service_desk

Service desk description

(Optional) Specifies a description to include in the service desk request generated when the job fails.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

JIL attribute: svcdesk_desc

Service desk additional information

(Optional) Specifies additional information to include in the service desk request generated when the job fails.

Limits: Up to 128 characters

JIL attribute: svcdesk_attr

Service desk priority

(Optional) Specifies the priority level of the request, as follows:

• – 0 - None
– 1 - High
– 2 - Medium-high
– 3 - Medium
– 4 - Medium-low
– 5 - Low

JIL attribute: svcdesk_pri

Service desk impact

(Optional) Specifies the impact level of the request, as follows:

• – 0 - None
– 1 - High
– 2 - Medium-high
– 3 - Medium
– 4 - Medium-low
– 5 - Low

JIL attribute: svcdesk_imp

Service desk severity

(Optional) Specifies the severity level of the request, as follows:

• – 1 - Low
– 2 - Medium-low
– 3 - Medium
– 4 - Medium-low
– 5 - High

JIL attribute: svcdesk_sev
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Native Security Permissions Properties

The Native Security Permissions category includes the following properties:

Native Security Permissions

(Optional) Indicates the permission levels to associate with the job, as follows:

• – Group (execute)
Assigns group execute permissions to the job.
JIL attribute: permission: gx

– Group (edit)
Assigns group edit permissions to the job.
JIL attribute: permission: ge

– World (execute)
Assigns world execute permissions to the job.
JIL attribute: permission: wx

– World (edit)
Assigns world edit permissions to the job.
JIL attribute: permission: we

– All hosts (execute)
Indicates that any authorized user may execute the job, regardless of the machine they are on. Otherwise, the user
must be logged on to the machine specified in the owner field (for example, user@host_or_domain).
JIL attribute: permission: mx

– All hosts (edit)
Indicates that any authorized user may edit the job, regardless of the machine they are on. Otherwise, the user
must be logged on to the machine specified in the owner field (for example, user@host_or_domain).
JIL attribute: permission: me

Process Chain Management
This section describes how to manage a process chain.

Add an Existing Job to a Process Chain
If you have an existing Workload Automation AE job that you want to add to a process chain, you can select the process
chain and perform a search for the job or jobs that you want to add.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP BW interface.
2. Enter RSPC in the Transaction field and press Enter.

The Process Chain tab is selected in the left navigation pane by default.
3. Locate and double-click the name of the process chain to which you want to add a job.
4. Click  to

edit the process chain.
5. Expand the Other node in the Process Types navigation pane.
6. Double-click WA Existing Job or drag and drop WA Existing Job onto the process chain.

The Insert WA Existing Job dialog opens.
7. Perform one of the following actions:

– Enter the name of the process chain variant in the WA Job field or
click  to
select an existing variant from the list. Next,
click  to
edit the variant properties.
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NOTE
Alternatively, you can click

to accept the variant properties. If the process variant is linked to additional processes, you can specify
whether to add them to your process chain. You can then change, replace, or remove these variants from
your chain as needed.

– Click  to
create a new Workload Automation process chain variant.

8. Enter the RFC Destination or
click  to
select the RFC Destination from a list.

NOTE
The default server is denoted with an X in the IS_DEFAULT column of the search help.

9. Enter the Workload Automation AE job name or
click  to
open the WA Job Search help.

10. Perform one of the following actions:
– Specify one or more of the following properties on the WA Job Search tab and press Enter:

• Name of Destination
Specifies the server where the job resides. This value is entered by default. Optionally, you can enter a different
server or
click  to
open a list from which you can select a server.

• Job Type
Specifies the type of job you want to search. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) as a wildcard
character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?) represents any single
character.

• Job Name
Specifies the name of the job you want to search. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) as a
wildcard character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?) represents any single
character

• (Optional) Maximum No. of Hits
Specifies the number of jobs to display.
Default: 500
Limits: 0 - 500

– Specify one or more of the following properties on the WA Extended Job Search tab and press Enter:

NOTE
The multi-select feature in the WA Extended Job Search fields is not supported.

• Name of Destination
Specifies the server where the job resides. This value is entered by default. Optionally, you can enter a different
server or click

 to
open a list from which you can select a server.

• Job Type
Specifies the type of job you want to search. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) as a wildcard
character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?) represents any single
character.

• Job Name
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Specifies the name of the job you want to search. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) as a
wildcard character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?) represents any single
character.

• Owner
Specifies the user ID under which the job will run on the client server. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question
mark (?) as a wildcard character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?)
represents any single character.
Limits: 0-145 alphanumeric characters

• Box Name
Specifies the name of the box job that contains the job. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) as a
wildcard character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?) represents any single
character.
Limits: 0-64 alphanumeric characters

• Machine
Specifies the name of the server where the job runs. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) as a
wildcard character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?) represents any single
character.
Limits: 0-80 alphanumeric characters

• Run Calendar
Specifies the run calendar associated with the job.
Limits: 0-30 alphanumeric characters

• Group
Specifies the group to which the job is assigned. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) as a
wildcard character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?) represents any single
character.
Limits: 0-64 alphanumeric characters

• Application
Specifies the application to which the job is assigned. You can use an asterisk (*) or a question mark (?) as a
wildcard character. The asterisk (*) represents multiple characters. The question mark (?) represents any single
character.
Limits: 0-64 alphanumeric characters

• Exclude Calendar
Specifies the exclude calendar associated with the job.
Limits: 0-30 alphanumeric characters

• Description
Specifies the description for the job. You can type some or all of the description for which to search, using the
asterisk (*) or question mark (?) as a wildcard character to replace one or more characters in the search string.
Limits: 0-500 alphanumeric characters

• (Optional) Maximum No. of Hits
Specifies the number of jobs to display.
Default: 500
Limits: 0 – 500

The job or jobs that meet your search criteria are displayed.
11. Double-click the name of the job you want to add to the process chain and press Enter.
12. Select one of the following options from the Start Options drop-down list:

– Start
Sends a STARTJOB event to start the selected job. The job starts, only if its other starting conditions are satisfied
and it is not already running. This action ignores date and time starting conditions.

– Force Start
Sends a FORCE_START_JOB event to start the selected job regardless of whether any of its starting conditions
have been met.
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13. Click  or
press F11 to save your changes.
The process chain variant is saved.

14. Click  or
press F3 to return to the process chain maintenance window.

15. (Optional) Repeat Steps 8-14 to add additional jobs to the process chain.
16. Select a job and drag the mouse onto the next job to create a link. Repeat this action for every job in the process

chain.
17. Click  or

press F11 to save your changes.
The selected jobs are added to the process chain.

18. Click  to
activate the process chain.

NOTE
You cannot execute the process chain unless it has been activated.

Display Workload Automation AE Job Properties
You can view the properties of an existing job in the Process Maintenance page. The properties for the job are displayed
in detail in the Job Details section.

Follow these steps:

1. Do any one of the following tasks:
– Add an existing job to a process chain.
– Select an existing process chain and then select the Workload Automation process chain variant for which you want

to view the properties.
2. Expand each category in the Job Details section on the Process Maintenance page.

NOTE
To view the hierarchy of jobs in a Box job, click the Box Job Details tab and expand the hierarchy.

The job properties are displayed.

Execute a Process Chain
After you save and activate a process chain, you can execute the jobs contained in the process chain using SAP BW.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP BW interface.
2. Enter RSPC in the Transaction field and press Enter.

The Process Chain tab is selected in the left navigation pane by default.
3. Locate and double-click the name of the process chain you want to execute.
4. Select Execution from the menu, and click Schedule.
5. Select a priority in the Select Priority dialog.

NOTE
If you specified to run the process immediately, the process chain will start.

Monitor the Process Chain
After you have executed a process chain, you can use the Logs table to view the status of the jobs.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP BW interface.
2. Enter RSPC in the Transaction field and press Enter.

The Process Chain tab is selected in the left navigation pane by default.
3. Locate and double-click the name of the process chain you want to monitor.
4. Click the Goto menu item, and select Log View from the drop-down list.
5. (Optional) Click the Logs icon

( )
to open the Date Selection dialog and select a date range. Press Enter.
The status is displayed in the Logs table.

Add an Existing Global Variable to a Process Chain
You can set a global variable from within a process chain to trigger the jobs that are defined in Workload Automation AE.

You can also set SAP system variables and values. SAP system variables are resolved during process execution. The
resolved value for the variable is set in Workload Automation AE as a global variable value.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the SAP BW interface.
2. Enter RSPC in the Transaction field and press Enter.

The Process Chain tab is selected in the left navigation pane by default.
3. Locate and double-click the name of the process chain to which you want to add a global variable.
4. Click  to

edit the process chain.
5. Expand the Other node in the Process Types navigation pane.
6. Double-click WA Global Variable or drag and drop WA Global Variable onto the process chain.

The Insert WA Global Variable dialog opens
7. Click  to

create a new process variant. 
The WA Global Variable dialog opens.

8. Perform the following actions:
a. Enter a name in the Process Variants field.
b. Enter a description for the variant in the Long Description field.
c. Click  to

continue.
The Process Maintenance: WA Global Variable dialog opens.

9. Enter the RFC Destination or
click  to
select the RFC Destination from a list.

NOTE
The default server is denoted with an X in the IS_DEFAULT column of the search help.

10. Enter the name of the global variable in the Global Variable Name field or
click  to
select an existing global variable from the list.

11. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select the Literal radio button and enter a value in the Value field.
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NOTE
Setting the value to DELETE will delete the global variable from Workload Automation AE. To delete a
System variable, change the type to Literal and set the value to DELETE.

– Select the System Variable radio button and enter a system variable value in the Value field.

NOTE
Place the cursor in the Value field and click

or press F4 to display a list of valid system variables.
12. Click  or

press F11 to save your changes.
The process chain variant is saved.

13. Click  or
press F3.
The Insert WA Global Variable dialog opens.

14. Click  to
continue.
The Process chain maintenance window opens and the process is added.

15. (Optional) Repeat Steps 6-14 to add additional Workload Automation global variables to the process chain.
16. Select a process and drag the mouse onto the added WA Global Variable process to create a link. Repeat this action

for every global variable in the process chain.
17. Click  or

press F11 to save your changes.
18. Click  to

activate the process chain.

NOTE
You cannot execute the process chain unless it has been activated.
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Additional Resources
The following resources provide additional information about product support, documentation, and communities resources
for the agent.

Broadcom Links

• Broadcom Enterprise Software
• Broadcom Automation
• Broadcom Support
• Broadcom Community
• Broadcom Education
• Broadcom Software Tech Blogs
• Broadcom Twitter

Workload Automation Scheduler Documentation

• AutoSys Workload Automation
• Workload Automation CA 7 Edition
• ESP dSeries Workload Automation
• Workload Automation ESP Edition

Workload Automation Agent Documentation

• WA System Agent (UNIX, Linux, Windows, IMB i, or HP Integrity NonStop)
• WA Agent for Application Services
• WA Agent for Databases
• WA Agent for Informatica
• WA Agent for Micro Focus
• WA Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
• WA Agent for Oracle E-Business Suite
• WA Agent for PeopleSoft
• WA Agent for Remote Execution
• WA Agent for SAP
• WA Agent for Web Services
• Documentation from Previous WA Agent Releases

Workload Automation Integration Documentation

• WA Advanced Integration for Hadoop
• WA Advanced Integration for SAP Business Warehouse
• WA Advanced Integration for SAP Solution Manager

Workload Automation Agent Add-on Documentation

• WA Agent Monitor
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http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-mainframe-software/automation/ca-workload-automation-ca-7-edition/12-1.html
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http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-for-informatica/12-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-for-micro-focus/12-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-for-microsoft-sql-server/12-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-for-oracle-e-business-suite/12-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-for-peoplesoft/12-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-for-remote-execution/12-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-for-sap/12-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-for-web-services/12-0.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-system-agent/12-0/documentation-for-previous-releases.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-for-hadoop/12-1.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-for-sap-business-warehouse/1-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-for-sap-solution-manager/12-0.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/intelligent-automation/workload-automation-agent-monitor/12-0.html
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Workload Automation Mainframe Agent Documentation

• WA for z/OS
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